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(Special to the Mo reh ead News )
Mor ehead State Unive r sity 's b asketb all journey to Northe rn
Cali f orn ia resu lted in two losses l ast week e nd as the Eagles fell
victim to f loor e rrors a nd poor shooting .
Coach Jack Schalow's

s~uad

lost to the Un i v ersity of

Cali fornia , 77-71 , on Sa turday night and then dropped an 86-71
d ecision to the Univ ersity of t he Pacific on Monday night.
MSU, now 5- 3 on the yea r, re tu rns home to open Ohio Va lley
Conferenc e play this Saturday night again st Murray Sta te .

Austin

Peay comes t o town on Monday .
Se n ior cente r George Wil liams led the Eagles aga inst
Cal ifornia with 22 points and 17 rebounds.

Sophomore forward

Ted Hundley was the lone bright spot in the Pac ific game as he
scored 18 points and grabbed 12 r ebounds.
Coach S cha l ow announced befo re the trip that s enior g uard
J.J. Farris and sophomore guard Stan Dixon quit the

s~uad

prior

to Christmas and that sophomore center Ron Frede rick did the same
early last week.

The first-year coach said all three play ers

cit ed personal reasons .
Saturday night's tipoff at Wetherby Gymnasium is set for
7 :30 p.m.

Breck meets Knott County Central in the 5 :1 5 p.m.

preliminary .
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Following an

unsu~cessful

road trip to

California, Morehead State University's basketball Eagles are back
home this weekend to open defense of their Ohio Valley Conference
co-championship.
Coach Jack Schalow's Eagles, now 5-3 on the year, dropped a
77-71 thriller to Pac-8 contender California and then bowed to
Pacific, 86-71.
"We didn't play well at all," said Schalow of the Pacific
game.

"We felt we played evenly with California and could have

won as easily as we lost."
The Eagles now turn their attention to the OVC race which
begins Saturday night against Murray State.
"Murray has a better team than everyone was led to believe in
the pre-season,"

said Schalow.

"They execute very well and this

is an important game for both teams."
The 79th meeting between the two MSU's will be the first
appearance of the OVC's rookie head coaches,

Schalow at Morehead

State and Fred Overton at Murray.
"We have e valuated our personnel and feel we are ready to
S:.art play in the conference," said Schalow.
the teams ar::>und the league."
(MORE)

"We are eager to see

MSU is led in scoring by sophomore forward Ted Hundley with
a 16.8 average and a 60.4 mark in field goal shooting.

Senior

center George Williams is averaging 13.6 and forward Arch Johnson
is scoring at an 11.6 clip.
Hundley hit nine of 11 field goal attampts against Pacific
and Williams scored 22 points, grabbed 17 rebounds and blocked six
shots at California.
Following the game with Murray, the, def P.nding OVC co-champs
face each other on Monday as Austin Peay visits Wetherby Gymnasium.
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TO SPORTSWRITERS, BROADCASTERS, SCOUTS & OTHER VISITORS:
Welcome to Wetherby Gymnasium and the campus of Morehead State
University for tonight's basketball game between the Eagles of Morehead
State and the Race:rs of Murray St.ate University.
THE SERIES • •.••• Tonight's game is the 79th meeting between the MSU' s.
Murray State holds a 46-32 advantage in the series
which began in 1933.
THE SEASON ...... Morehead State will be out to snap a two-game losing
streak, after bowing last weekend to the University of
California (77-71) and the University of the Pacific
(86-71). The Eagles are 5-3 overall and have not been
beaten at home this season.
Murray State carries a 7-2 record into tonight's game
and is coming off a six-point win over Mississippi
College. The Racers won their first six before dropping
a road game at highly-regarded Memphis State. The
other setback came at the hands of Samford College.
THE COACHES .•... Both head coaches in tonight's game are making their
first appearance in an Ohio Valley Conference game.
Morehead State Head Coach Jack Schalow moved up from
the associate coaching position at Louisiana State
University. Murray State Coach Fred Overton previously
served as assistant to Cal Luther at Murray.
THE TEAMS ..••••. Morehead State continues to be led in scoring by 6-8
forward Ted Hundley with a 16.8 average. Hundley is
hitting 60.4 per cent of his field goal tries. Center
George Williams is averaging 13.6 points and 9 .5
rebounds and forward Arch Johnson is averaging 11.6
points.
Murray State is led by guard Grover Woolard and forward
Jesse Williams. Woolard saw extensive action as a
freshman last season and Williams averaged more than 10
points per game last year. The Racers lost two starters
by graduation and have been the OVC's surprise team
thus far this season.
'f'rm S'J'J\TI.'l'!!:Ps - • • • MOREHEAD

STATE :
22-A rch Johnson
F
34
'l'e<l Hundley
C 50 George WiJli ~ms
G 14 Mike Russell
G 12 Mike I<elley

- F-

6-6
6-8
6-8
6-4
5-L1

Booneville , Ky.
Lexington, Ky.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Richmond , Ky .
Cincinnati, Ohio

MUP....~Y STATE:
F
40 Jesse Williams
42 Zach Bla singame
F
c 15 Larry Mo ffett
G 10 Grover Woolard
G 11 Henry Kinsey

6-6
6-3
6-8
6-6
6-2

Chicago, Ill.
Chicago, Ill.
Chicago, Ill.
Newark, N. J.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

TONIGHT IN THE OVC ... Austin Peay at Eastern Kentucky
Middle Tennessee at East Tennessee
Western Kentucky at Tennessee Tech
NEXT GAME ..•...•.•••• Morehead State entertains Austin Peay in Wetherby
Gym Monday night at 7:30 p.m.
Murray State visits Eastern Kentucky on Monday.
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TO SPORTSWRITERS, BROADCASTERS, SCOUTS & OTHER VISITORS:
Welcome to the campus of Morehead State University for tonight's
Ohio Valley Conference basketball game between the Eagles of Morehead
State and the Governors of Austin Peay State University.

THE SERIES: •••••••••• Tonight's game is the 23rd meeting between the
Eagles and the Governors. MSU holds a 13-9 edge
in the series which began in 1963-64.
LAST YEAR: .•••••.••.• Austin Peay won both meetings last season en route
to a co-championship spot they shared with MSU.
The Govs won 80-70 in Clarksville and 94-83 in
Morehead . Over two seasons, APSU has won the last
three meetings with the Eagles.
THE COACHES: •••.•.... MSU Head Coach Jack Schalow received a rough
introduction to the OVC Saturday night by losing
to Murray State. Lake Kelly, a former assistant
coach at MSU, is in his fourth season at the helm
of the Govs. Kelly is 56-36 at APSU. He has
guided the Governors to conference titles in each
of the past two seasons.
THE SEASON: ••• •• ••••• Morehead State carries a 5-4 mark into tonight's
game. More importantly, the Eagles also carry a
three-game l ">:Jing sL :·eak. MSU dropped a 93-88
decision to Murray Slate satur.c''l':!.y night while
Austin Peay posted an 85-73 verdict over Eastern
Kentucky. The Govs are 7-6. For the second
straight year , APSU is attempting to post a sweep
on the annual trip through "death valley".
THE TEAMS: .......•••. Morehead State continues to be led in scoring by
forward Ted Hundley with a 16.6 average. Hundley,
like many of the Eagles, is suffering from the flu
and may not be in the lineup tonight. Center
George Williams continued his outstanding play
with 15 points and 12 rebounds against Murray
State. Austin Peay was led by guard Charlie
Fishback's 28 points at EKU. Forward Percy Howard
and center Ralph Garner give the Govs an edge on
the boards.
THE STARTERS ..••.••.• MOREHEAD STATE
F 22 Arch Johnson
F
34 Ted Hundley
c 50 George Williams
G 12 Mike Kelley
G 14 Mike Russell

6-6
6-8
6-8
5-10
6-4

Booneville, Ky.
Lexington, Ky.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Cincinnati, Ohio
Richmond, Ky.

AUSTIN
F 23
F 54
c 50
G 10
G 14

PEAY
6-4
Percy Howard
6-6
Joe Johnson
6-8
Ralph Garner
Charlie Fishback 5-10
Norman Jackson
5-11

Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
Guthrie, Ky.
Birmingham, Ala.
Bowling Green, Ky.
Lexington, Ky.

TONIGHT IN THE OVC: .. Murray State at Eastern Kentucky
Western Kentucky at East Tennessee
Middle Tennessee at Tennessee Tech
NEXT GAME •..•........ Morehead State travels to Western Kentucky next
Saturday. Austin Peay returns home to play East
Tennessee and Tennessee Tech next weekend.
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(Special to the Morehead News)

Morehead State University basketball coach Jack Schalow came
out even in his Ohio Va l l ey Co nfere nce c oach ing last weekend as the
Eagl e s split t wo h oIT'.e g ames .

'.

MSU dropped a 93 - 8 8 decision on Saturday to Murr ay State but
r ebounded on Monday night to dmvn Aust in Peay , 99- 89 .
Morehead State now has an overall season mark of 6-4 and a
confe r ence r ecord of 1-1.
On Saturday , the Eagles and Racers played evenly during most
of the fi rst half before a scoring spree with less than two minutes
to go put the home MSU up by nine , 5 5-46, at halftime .
Morehead State held on to its advantage for the opening minutes
of the second half but the Eagles ran out of steam and the Race r s
r al l ied to t ake the win.
Leading score rs we r e Mike Russe ll of Morehead State with 19 and
Henry Kinse y and Jeff Hughes of Murray with 24 points each.
On Monday , the Eagles took the l ead for good with over seven
minutes left in the first half when Te d Hundley and George Williams
hit layups to put MSU on top 33-30 , the Eagles led 50- 46 at halftime .
Tony Hopson , a 5 -11 junior guard , came off the MSU bench to fire
in 24 points, canning nine of 11 fie ld goal attempts.
21 as the Eagles hit 6 0 per cent from the floor.
(MORE)
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Hundley added

,

•

MSU basketball 2- 2-2-2-2-2

MSU will be on the road this weekend to f aca the two top

•

teams in the OVC .

The Eagles play at Western Kentucky on Saturday

night and at Midd l e Tennessee on Monday.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's basketball E agles
will be out to extend a five-game winning streak over Western Kentucky
Saturday when the two teams meet in Bowling Green.
The Eagles, 6-4 overall and 1-1 in the Ohio Valley Conference,
bounced back from a Saturday night loss to Murray state to pin a 99-89
defeat on Austin Peay on Monday.
MSU saw a nine-point halftime lead evaporate in the 93-88 loss to
the Racers but made a 50-46 intermission advantage stand up against
the Governors.
"We were not patient when we needed to be against Murray," said
MSU Head Coach Jack Schalow.

"But we played with a great d e al of

poise in the second half against Austin Peay."
Guard Mike Russell led the Eagles in scoring against Murray State
with 17 points and reserve guard Tony Hopson scored 24 points against
Austin Peay.

The Eagles shot 60 per cent from the floor in the win

over APSU.
After Western Kentucky on Saturday, the Eagles visit pre-season
favorite Middle Tennessee on Monday.
"If the trip to Morehead and Richmond is death valley for the
other

ovc

schools, then this trip must be our version of that same

place," Schalow added.
The Eagles have won their lrt.st- Fi.vE=> iucct in<J.s with WKU.
The Hil 1 t opp4"-cs

l 1ave no t- h e at-Pn

MSU since the 1971-72 season.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's indoor track team
opens the season this weekend in the Indiana University Invitational.
Coach Buck Dawson's Eagles will compete in four indoor meets,
including the University of Tennessee and Middle Tennessee
Invitationals.
"We hope to be representative," said Dawson.

"We will face-.sorne

of the best competition in the country in these meets and that should
help us prepare."
MSU is entering its second season of competition in indoor track.
In addition to the invitational meets, the MSU thinclads will run in
a triangular meet at Ashland College.
"Our people are eager to get started," said Dawson.

'They have

been working hard since cross country season ended and they are ready
to face some competition."

" 111111 1111
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's women•s
basketball team opens the 1975 season Wednesday, Jan. 22, at
Eastern Kentucky.
Mrs. Sue Lucke is entering her sixth season as the MSU coach
after guiding the Eagles to a 7-4 record last year.
"We have good potential," said Mrs. Lucke.

"But we are

behind in conditioning and fundamentals."
MSU should be improved offensively and stronger on the boards
according to Mrs. Lucke.

The major weakness may be a lack of

floor leadership.
Nancy Kattine, a 5-8 junior from Georgetown,,Ohio, is the lone
returning starter from last year's team.

Newcomers Debbie Ames,

a 5-9 freshmen from Xenia, Ohio, and Lynn Blevins, a 5-8 freshmen
from Owingsville, are expected to lend immediate help.
"We probally will use a pressure defense much of the time,"
she said.

"We will try to use our quickness as much as possible."

Following the opener with Eastern, MSU returns home to face
Ballarmine on Jan. 23 and Marshall on Jan. 28.

##########
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Vince Semary , defensive coordinator o n the

~brehead

State

University football staff, has resigned to accept a position on
the football staff at the University of Kansas .
The 32-year-old coach c ame to MSD in 1972 from the
Un iversity of Louisville.

He formerly coached at Louisville

Flaget and Trinity high schools .
Semary will be working under Bud Moore , the new head
coa8h at Kansas and a former assistant at Kentucky during
the yea rs Semary played for the Wildcats.
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(Special to Morehead News)

Following a disappointing but encouraging road trip last
weekend, Morehead State University 's basketball Eagles return home
to host Tenness ee Tech Saturday night.
The Eag l es dropped a pair of Ohio Valley Conference games at
Western Kentucky and Middle Tennessee .

But their overall play

was encouraging.
WKU

and MTSU , the co-favorites in the OVC , lead the league

after the first two weeks with perfect 4 - 0 records .
MSU dropped an 8 1-76 decision to Western Kentucky on Saturday
and Middle Tennessee rang up a 91-87 verdict on Monday

~ight .

"We we re very pleased with our play both nights," said first year Head Coach Jack Schalow .

"We carried the fight to the top

two teams in the conference and could a s easily have won both
games."
The Eagles received 36 points a nd 20 rebounds during the trip
from sophomore forward Ted Hundley .

Sen i or center George Wi l liams

scored 29 points and grabbed 11 rebounds at Midd le .
The Eagles , now 6-6 overall and 1-3 in the OVC , meet Tennessee
Tech Saturday night in Wetherby Gymnasium and then journey to
East Tennessee on Monday n ight .

11 11111111 It#
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TO

SPORTSWRITE~,

BROADCASTERS, SCOUTS & OTHER VISITORS:

Welcome to Wetherby Gymnasium and the campus of Morehead State
University for tonight's basketball game between the Eagles of Morehead
State and the Cardinals of Ball State University.
THE SERIES:

Tonight's game is the first meeting between MSU and
Ball State.

THE TEAMS:

Morehead State carries a 6-6 overall mark and a 1-3
Ohio Valley Conference record into tonight's game.
The Eagles are coming off a pair of conference road
losses at Western Kentucky (81-76) and Middle
Tennessee (91-87).
Ball State is 5-10 and is carrying a two-game losing
string after bowing to Pacific (83-69) and Cleveland
State (93-78) in its last outings.

THE COACHES:

Jack Schalow is in his first season at Morehead
State. Jim Holstein has compiled a 28-37 mark in
two and a half seasons at Ball State.

THE SEASON:

Morehead State, after jumping off to a 5-1 start, has
dropped five of its last six games to even its record
at 6-6. Tonight's game is the first of a two-game
homestand this week. The Eagles entertain Ohio Valley
Conference foe Tennessee Tech Saturday night. MSU
displayed some of its best play this seaso n in the
dual losses last weekend t o the OVC co-favorites.
The Eagles led highly-regarded Middle Tennessee by
nine points at halftime only to l o se on a steal insi.tE
the final minute.
Ball State bounced back from an 0-5 start to win five
of its next eight games. Guard Kim Kaufman has
averaged more than 25 points per game over the last
three Cardinal outings. Kaufman is averaging more
than 17 points per game, while his running mate at
guard Bob Faulkner is ave raging nearly 15 per outing .

THE STARTERS:

MORE~AD

e

F
F

22
34

c

50
14
10

G
G

....

STATE--Arch Johnson
Ted Hundley
George Williams
Mike Russell
Tony Hopson

6-6
6-8
6-8
6-4

Booneville, Ky.
Lexington, Ky.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Richmond, Ky.
5-11 Portland, Ore.

. r

BALL STATE- -F 4 4 Larry Heinbaugh
F 4 2 Charles Douglas
c so Kim Arnett
G
22 Bob Faulkner
G
34 Kim Kaufman

NEXT GAME:

6-7
6-5
6-8
6-1
6-1

Fairfield, Ohio
Topeka, Kan.
East Peoria, Ill.
Miamisburg, Ohio
Muncie, Ind.

More head State entertains Tennessee Tech Saturday
night and visits East Tennessee next Monday.
9all State r e turns home to meet 'l'ulane on Saturday.
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MOREHEAD , Ky . --- After snapping a two-game lo sing streak
Wednesday night , Morehead State University's basketball Eagles
return to Ohio Valley Conference play Saturday at home against
Tennessee Tech .
Coach Jack Schalow ' s Eagles , now 7-6 overall and 1-3 in the
conference, ended the skid with an 81-74 decision over Ball State .
MSU recovered from a 31-29 halftime deficit on the clutch free
throw shooting of guard Mike Kel ley who hit 12 straight .

The

Cincinnati sophomore has cashed in on 36 of 39 attempts for 92 .3
per cent , the best in the Ohio Valley Conference.
"We were very sluggish against Ball State ," said Schalow . "We ' 11
have to play better if we want to challange Tennessee Tech ."
Tech, 8-5 overall rank s as one of the surpr ise teams in the
OVC with a 2-2 conference record .

Coach Connie Inman's Golden

Eagles dropped home games to Western Kentucky and Middle Tennessee
but pasted road wins at Murray and Austin Peay .
Tech is third in the League standings released this week .

Frank

Jones l eads the OVC in scoring with an average of 23 . 8
The Eagles , who lead the OVC in field goal and free throw
accuracy , are paced by sophomore forward Ted Hund l ey ' s l6 point
average .

Senior center George Williams l eads the team in field goal

percentage with a 55 . 6 mark .
The Eagles journey to East Tennessee on Monday night .
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MJREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's tennis team opens
the 1975 season March 19 at Morris Harvey College .
coach George Sadler's Eagles make their first home appearance
March 21 against Marshall University .
This year ' s 19-match schedule features MSU's seven sister
schools in the Ohio valley Conference plus regional foes Marshall,
Morris Harvey , Pikeville, Northern Kentucky, Centre , Louisville and
Taylor of Ind iana.
"We fee l it is a competitive schedule," said Sadler.

"We

will be a predominantly young team with great potential . "
MSU meets OVC rivals Tennessee Tech and East Tennessee at
home faces Western Kentucky, and Murray S t ate, Eas t ern Kentucky,
Austin Peay and Middle Tennessee on the road.
The OVC Spring Championships are scheduled May 16 and 17 at
Eastern.
The complete schedul e:
March 19, at Morris Harvey; March 21 , MARSHALL; March 22,
TAYLOR; March 26, CENTRE; March 27, NORTHERN KY . ; March 29, PIKEVILLE;
March 31, at Marchall; April l, HENRY FORD; April 4, TENN. TECH;
April 5, EAST TENN.; April 8, LOUISVILLE; April 9 , at Pikeville;
April 11, Western Ky.

(Richmond); April 12, Murray (Richmond);

April 15, at Louisville; April 18, Austin Peay (Clarksville);
(M:>RE)

Te n nis Team
2-2-2- 2 - 2 - 2

April 19 , Midd l e Tenn .

{Cl arksville); April 23 , at Easte rn Ky . ;

May 1 , at Nor t her n Ky . ; May 1 6 -17 , OVC Championships .
1111 111111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's women's

•

basketball team op~ned its record at 1-1 last weekend with a
72-64 win over Bellarmine.

•

The Eagles, who lost their season opener to Eastern, were
led by Xenia, Ohio, freshman Debbie Ames who scored 34 points and
grabbed 18 rebounds.
Alexis Baston, a junior from Goshe~ Ohio, scored 13 points and
Marlene Amos a freshman from Bowie, Md. , retrieved 14 rebounds.
MSU

m ~k e2

its

~~ cQ nd

home appear a nce of the

3 e ~son

Tue sday

ag a in 3 t Ma r s h a ll at 6 p .m.
"We played a much better game against Bellarmine than we
did against Eastern, " said Coach Sue Lucke.
make costly mistakes."

#1111111111 !I
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"We are young and

.'

sports info

•

j M:l_REHEAD,

a

snapped

•

Ky.---Afte~their
M,ay.: O"'f

IW\;t~f-, ?

MSU, which -

,.>,.~.T•/illlllll.•••t Eastern

es

Kentucky .

defeated Ball State and Tennessee Tech last
\Cl

"d

week, dropped an 81-80 decision at East Tennessee 2R £ $

•

k:!

1

Morehead State University's

prepare for this weekend'.$ contest

l

two-game winning streak

an 8-7 overall mark and a 2-4 Ohio Valley

1mll..ll..

J'OW

,

k4'~-C /
1

'!lill

Conference record .

\"we played well in beating Tennessee Tech," said MSU Head coach
Jack Schalow.

"But

I- our

shot selection was bad and we could not run

our delay offense at East Tennessee."

........a outstanding

shooting in the two

56.6 per cent against Tennessee Tech and
52.3 per ~iiliiil cent at East Tennessee.
lMSu has connected on 49.2 per cent of its field goal tries this
season and

··- ....-...

---....

-

52.7 per cent in six conference

games.
Lsophomore forward Ted Hundley continues to lead the Eagles in
scoring with a 16.5 average.

Arch Johnson is averaging 13.9 points

LThe Eagles jumped out to an eight-point halftime

leo.J against

Tennessee Tech and built a 91 -78 win

-

·. -

- --..

--

Ted Hundley's 2 2 points and 13 rebounds led the wa~....a
George Williams grab~ l6 rebounds.

lEast Tennessee mad;H: one-point halftime edge stand; up

•iiiiiiiiiiim•i-Mond~on

~OY\

s cored 22 points to lead MSU.

/ ..~.

~u

and Eastern

~~
Mft11~~
111
for

Kentucky ~

I

the 92nd tim?i!-"

The Eagles won both meetings last seasonl but
holds a conunanding 56-35 edge in the series .

- ~~u~ -

in fAlumni Coliseum.
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Game time is 7:30 p.rn.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University made a clean sweep in
three sports last weekend as its wrestling, track and swimming teams
all posted victories.
With MSU's track season just two weeks old, Coach Buck Dawson's
team already has qualified three individuals for the NCAA Indoor
Championships.
In the Indiana University Relays, Eagle quartermiler Jerry Wyche
turned in a 440 time of 48.6 seconds, good enough to take second place
in the event and also qualify for the NCAA meet.

Also at Indiana

MSU' s Steve Schertzer high jumped 6 feet,· 9 'in9hes:." .. ~. · . · ·
In the Tennessee Invitational last weekend in Knoxville, MSU
freshman Bob Jones qualified for NCAA competition in the 60-yard dash
with a clocking of 6.1 seconds.

He was first in the long jump with a

leap of 23 feet, 5 inches and in the triple jump he turned in an
effort of 48 feet, 5 inches.
MSU's Oscar Jones has been accepted for the Mason-Dixon Games,
qualifying in the 60-yard high hurdles.

A transfer from West Virginia

State, he qualified with a time of 7.2 seconds in the 60-yard hurdles.
Also going to the Mason-Dixon Games will be the MSU mile relay
team of Steve Wyche, Dave Howell, Steve Stjgl@a<ler and Kevin Kelley.
Miler Dennis S<'11afer al sn

wj

11

c-0111p e tP h1 the M-D competition.

(MORE)

MSU sports 2-2-2-2-2

The track team's next outing will be Saturday at Ashland College
in Ohio.
In wrestling, the Eagle matmen dominated a quadrangular meet at
Eastern Kentucky University .

The Eagles, now 8-3 , posted a 34-15 win

over Cedarville, 23-14 over Wright State and 22-19 over Eastern.
In swimming, Coach Bill Mack's Eagles dropped Morris Harvey,
63-48, for their victory in three outings.
Ashland College on Saturday.
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They return to action at
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
1975 Pre-season Football Outlook
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- With 20 starters frcm last season's final grune
r e turning, Morehead State University Head Coach Roy Terry is cautious l y
optimistic about the 1975 campaign.
Nine starters return on offense and the Eagle defense remaino
intact from last season.
"Our strong point
Terr.y.

shou~d

be overall experience on defense, '' said

"And, we should be especially sound in the secondary. "

MSU finished 3-8 last season and 1-6 in the OVC.
All-Ohio Valley Conference tight end Keith Mescher (6-2, 200, Jr.)
heado the receiving corps.
thre e touchdowns.

He grabbed 36 passes for 542 yards 2nd

Jef. f Spears (5-10, 160, So.) is back at split e nd.

All-OVC defensive back Vic Williams (6-2, 170, Sr.) leads the
secondary.

He intercepted three passes last season and has stolen 10

interceptions in two seasons.
But the Eagles must find replacements at quarterback and t a ilback.
Top prospects for the vacant quarterback spot are Terry Flowers
(5-11, 180, Jr.), Pete Jones (6-2, 190, so.) and Phillip Simms (6-2,
185, So.).

Flowers started the last two games in 1974.

Candidates for the tailback slot are Marlon Burns (6-2, 205, Jr.),
Ron Mosley (6-3, 205, Jr.) and Tony Harris (6-0, 185, Jr.).

Mosley

s ta r ted at flanker last season but is returning to the backfield this
fall.
(MORE)

-

- -

- - - - -- - - -- - -

2-2-2-2-2-2

The offensive line is practically the same with tackles Bill Van
Wagner (6-3, 240, Jr.) and Tim York (6-5, 250, Jr.), guards Don Bonner
(6-2, 270, Jr.) and Vernon Shearer (6-1, 225, Jr.), and center

Gerr~

Anthony (6-1, 235, Sr.).
Defensive returnees up front include ends Ray Graham (6-3, 220,

S~

and Joe Dillow (6-3, 240, Sr.), guards Joey Roberts (5-10, 210, 0 r.)
and Mike Marksbury (6-2, 235, Jr.) and tackle Enunitt Colston (6-5, 250,
Sr.) •
Linebackers Alan Moore (6-1, 230, Jr.), Jerry Spaeth (6-2, 200,
Jr.) and Ron French (5-11, 185, Jr.) will be together for the third
season.
In addition to Williams in the secondary, Cal Long (6-3, 200, Sr.)
a r;<.l T.. arry Thomas (5-10, 185, Jr.) are back at the corners.
The kicking game will be handled by Laird Johnson (5-11, 180, So.)
from placement and Don Rardin (6-2, 195, Jr.) on punts.

Rardin

averaged 39.5 yards in 1974.
"We should be more experienced generally with the exception of
quarterback," said Terry.
Terry sees OVC champ Eastern Kentucky as the team to beat in the
Ohio Valley Conference in 1975.

Western Kentucky and East Tennessee

also are high on the list.

111111111111
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TO SPORTSWRITERS, BROADCASTERS, SCOUTS & OTHER VISITORS:
Welcome to Wetherby Gymnasium and the campus of Morehead State
University for tonight's basketball game between the Eagles of Morehead
State and the Panthers of Georgia State Unive rsity .
THE SERIES:

Tonight's game is the second meeting between the Eagles
and Georgia State. MSU won the previous game 93-80 in
Atlanta last season.

THE COACHES:

Jack Waters is in his sxith season at Georgia State.
His teams have posted a 22-91 mark at GSU.
Jack Schalow is mid-way in his first season with the
Eagles.

GEORGIA STATE:

The Panthers were 1-25 last season and Coach Jack Waters
looked for junior college talent in a successful recruiting season. All five GSU starters are JUCO transfers.
Forward Eddie Young leads the Panthers in rebounding and
guard James Atkinson is the l eading scorer. Forward Don
Tyson, center Robert Pierson and guard Albert Culver
round out the starting £ive.

MOREHEAD STATE:

The Eagles have dropped five Ohio Valley Conference games
by a TOTAL of 19 points and support an 8-8 overall mark
and a 2-5 conference mark. MSU is attempting to rebound
from dual conference losses last week to East Tennessee
(81-80) and Eastern Kentucky (86-82). The Eagles are 7-1
at home and 1-7 on the road this year.

THE STARTERS:

GEORGIA STATE--F 21 Don Tyson
F 41 Eddie Young
c 45 Robert Pierson
23 James Atkinson
G
G 11 Albert Culver

6 -3
6-6
6-7
6-2
5 -8

Killeen, Texas
Fairhope, Alabama
Dothan, Alabama
Wilmington, N. c.
Gretna, Florida

MOREHEAD STATE--F 22 Arch Johnson
F 34 Te d Hundley
c 50 George Williams
G 14 Mike Russell
G 10 Tony Hopson

6-6
6-8
6-8
6-4
5-10

Booneville, Kentucky
Lexington, Kentucky
Cincinnati, Ohio
Richmond, Kentucky
Portland, Oregon

NEXT GAME:

Georgia State visits Mercer on Wednesday and hosts UNCCharlotte next Monday.
Morehead State returns to Ohio Valley Conference play
this weekend at Austin Peay and Murray State. The
Eagles return home Feb. 15 to host Middle Tennessee.

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
~OREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, I<);" 40351

TELEPfIO~E

606/783-3325

MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's basketball
Eagles head into the second half of the Ohio Valley Conference

,

season after splitting two games last weekend.
The Eagles, 9-8 overall and 2-5 in the OVC, resume conference
p,lay Sa.±.urd~y .1 . at Aµstin Peay and. Monday. at Murray.

MSU defeated

the Governors, 99-89, in Morehead earlier this season.
Coach Jack Schalow's Eagles dropped their second straight
conference outing last Saturday at Eastern Kentucky, 86-82, but
rebounded to beat non-conference foe Georgia State, 81-69, on Monday.
11

It seems we cannot win the close ones," said Schalow.

have lost five conference games by a total of 19 points.

"We

Its hard

to believe. 11
The Eagles were led by Arch Johnson in both weekend games.
The 6-6 senior forward from Breathitt County scored 22 points
against ' Eastern and 23 against Georgia State.
MSU continued its good shooting with nearly 53 per cent
against EKU and almost 54 per cent against Georgia State.
"We have had our problems playing on the road this season,"
said Schalow.

"Hopefully, we can turn things a.round during the

second half of the conference season and gain a spot in the
tournament."

#####
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MOREHEAD,Ky. --- James W.

(Skip) Welch, Jr. of Louisville has

been named club professional at the Bobby Nichals Golf Course in
Louisville.
He attended Jefferson Community College and Morehead State
University and served as captain of the MSU golf team for three
years.
Welch later served as assistant professional at the MSU Golf
Course.
He assumes his new duties this week.

II II II II II II II II II II II II II II
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY
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606/783-3325

MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University Head Football Coach
Roy .Terry has announced the signing of six high school football players
to Ohio Valley Conference letters-of-intent.
The three Kentuckians and three Ohioans are MSU's first recruits
of the year.
"We

fe~l

these young men can contribute to our program next

year, " said Terry.

"They will be counted on and we are happy to have

them in our program."
The signees include:
*Guy Scheper, a 6-4, 215-pound defensive end from Covington
Catholic.

He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. William Scheper, 64 Beach Or.,

Edgewood, and played for Coach Fred Be rnier.
*Clipson Jones, a 5-10, 165-pound running back from Belfry High
School.

He is the son of Mrs. Tom Jackson, Rt. 4, Mcveigh, Ky., and

played under Coach Paul Dotson.
*Norman Letcher, a 5-11, 185-pound running back from Danville
High School.

He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. William Letcher, 244 E.

Walnut St., Danville, and played for Coach Pat Dale.
*John Compton, a 6-1, 195-pound fullback from Northwqst Senior
High School in Cincinnati.

He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. John

Compton, Sr., 11366 Gravenhurst Dr., Cincinnati, and playe d und e r
Coach Walt Powers.
(MORE)

•

- J

football signees 2-2-2-2-2

*Charles Darby, a 6-1, 200-pound linebacker from Glenwood High
School in New Boston, Ohio.

He is the son of Mrs. Barbara Darby, 4376

Rhodes, New Boston and played for Coach William Apel.
*Mike Smith, a 6-0, 180-pound defensive back from Norwood High
School in Cincinnati.

He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Smith,

1730 Weyer Ave., Cincinnati and played under Coach Pat Orloff.
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(Special to Morehead News)

Morehead State University 's basketball Eagles dropped to the
cellar of the Ohio Valley Conference with two setbacks on the road
last weekend.
Despite an outstanding night at the free throw line, 22 of 25,
Coach Jack Schalow's cagers lost Saturday night to Austin Peay, 70-66.
MSU jumped out to an early 6 -0 advantage but the Gov ernors came
back to score 15 unanswered points to overtake them.

Austin Peay

withstood a late rally to take a 43-34 halftime lead.
The Eagles came back in the second half with nine straight points
to tie the game at 53.

But Austin Peay's Charlie Fishback sank a pair

of free throws with 13 seconds remaining t o give the Govs their winning
margin.
Arch Johnson took scoring honors for MSU with 21 points and
freshman Ken Sansbury added 17.
The Eagles folded in the second half again Monday night at
Murray and lost, 79-70.
Morehead State rallied to tie the game 49 early in the second half
but floor errors in the late g oing took a heavy toll.
Johnson paced the Eagles with 16 and Sansbury added 12.
Morehe ad State now stands 9-10 overall and 2-7 showing in the Ohio

•

Valley Conference.
(MORE)

•

•

MSU Eagles 2-2-2-2-2

The Eagles return home this weekend to face the top two teams
in the conference with Middle Tennessee visiting Wetherby Gym on
Saturday night and Western Kentucky on Monday.
7:30 p.m.

111111/11111#
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Tipoff time is

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KY 40351

TELEPHONE
606/783-3325

MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University Head Basketball
Coach Jack Schalow is in a new situation - and he doesn't like it.
For the first time in his coaching career, his team is below
the .500 mark.
The Eagles, after virtue of the road losses at Austin Peay
and Murray State last weekend, dropped to a 9-10 record overall ~.•
and a 2-7 mark in the Ohio Valley Conference.
"This is a very frustrating position," said th·e first-ye ar
coach.

"We have played well but continue to lose by three or four

points a game."
MSU droppe d a 70-66 decision Saturday at Austin Peay despite
21 points and seven rebounds by forward Arch Johnson.

The 6-6

senior also scored a team-high 16 points in Monday's 79-70 loss at
Murray.
The Eagles, who have played six of their nine conference
games on the road, return home for four of their last five.
Front-running Middle Tennessee visits Wetherby Gym Saturday
night and Western Kentucky comes to t own Monday.

The Eagles

dropped the first meeting with each team this year, 91-87 at Middle
and 81-76 at western.
"We know our backs are against the wall, " said Schalow.

"We

played both teams tough at their place and with good crowd support,
I feel we can give them a battle again."
(MORE)

Coach Schalow
2-2-2-2-2-2

MSU continues to be led in scoring by sophomore forward
Ted Hundley with a 15.7 average.

Johnson and senior center George

Williams round out the double figure scores with 15.4 and 13.6
respectively. Hundley and Williams lead the team in rebounding
with 9.2 averages.
Saturday's game will be the 47th meeting between the Eagles
and Blue Raiders and MSU and Western Kentucky meet Monday for
the 83rd time .

Both games start at 7:30 p . m.

#######
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

TELEPHONE:
606/783-3325

MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's track, swimming
and wrestling teams turned in standout performances in recent outings.
In track, MSU's Bobby Jones took second place in the 60-yard dash
at the Indiana Relays and finished seventh in the triple jump in the
Mason-Dixon Garnes at Louisville.
Oscar Jones of MSU placed fifth in the Mason-Dixon high hurdles
with a time of 8.6 seconds.
In swimming, MSU upped its record to 2-4 with a 71-48 victory
over Centre College.

Seniors Rick Fuller and Brent Lange broke three

pool records.
Fuller set new marks in the 1000-yard and 500-yard freestyles
with times of 10:53 and 5:18 respectively.

Lange was clocked at 2:27 •.

in the 200-yard breast stroke.
In wrestling, Morehead State's matmen finished fourth in a field
of seven in the Southeastern Intercollegiate Wrestling Championships •
Gerry Anthony finished third in the heavyweight class, Mickey
Rzymek was second at 150 pounds and Mark Hartbarger placed third at
142 pounds.

MSU is 10-3 on the year and hosts Marshall on Saturday

at 3 p.m .

########
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TO SPORTSWRITERS, BROADCASTERS, SCOUTS & OTHER VISITORS:
Welcome to Wetherby Gymnasium and the campus of Morehead State
University for tonight's Ohio Valley Conference basketball ge.nte between
the Eagles of Morehead State and the Blue Raiders of Middle Tennessee
State University.
THE SERIES:

Tonight's game is the 47th meeting between the
Eagles and Raiders. Morehead State leads the
series, 35-11. The two teams first met in the
1952-53 season.

THE SEASON:

Morehead State is 9-10 overall and is 2-7 in the
Ohio Valley Conference. The Eagles carry a twogame overall losing streak and a four-game
conference loss skein into the game.
Mi ddle Tennessee carries an 18-2 overall mar k and
a perfect 9-0 league record. The Rniders h ave won
13 straight, a school record.

EARLIER THIS YEAR:

Morehead State jumped out to a nine-point
halftime lead only to have Middle Tennessee catch
up late in the game and win 91-87. MTSU was led
by Sleepy Taylor's 24 points and 10 rebounds and
20 points each from Tim Sisneros and Jimmy Martin.
The Eagles were led by George Williams with 29
points and 11 rebounds. Arch Johnson, hitting 10
of 14 from the floor, had 20 points.

THE COACHES:

Middle Te nnessee's Jimmy Earle is 89-60 in s ix
years with the Raide rs. Morehead State 's Jack
Schalow is in his f i rst year at the h e lm.

THE STARTERS:

MOREHEAD STATE --F
22 Arch Johnson
F 34 Ted Hundley
c 50 George Williams
G 10 Tony Hopson
G 14 Mike Russell
MIDDLE
F 30
F 40
c 45
G 14
G 20

FUTURE GAMES:

6- 6
6-8
6-8
5-10
6- 4

Boone ville, Ky.
Lexington, Ky.
Cincinna ti, OH
Portla nd, Ore.
Richmond, Ky.

TENNESSEE --Claude "Sleepy" Taylor 6-3
George Sorrell
6-5
6-7
Steve Peeler
6- 0
Fred Allen
J imrny Mart in
6-5

Yanceyville, NC
Nashville, GA
Lawndale, NC
Little Rock, AR
Windfall, I nd.

Morehead state entertains Weotern Kentucky Monday
night. The Eagles host East Tennessee and visit
Tenne ssee Tech next weekend.
~! iddle Tennessee visits Easte rn Kentuck y Monday
night and Austin Peay next Saturday. The Raide::-s
r e turn home to play Murray State Feb. 24 .

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KY 40351

TELl!:PHONE
606/783-3325

MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University placekicker
Don Russell has been selected to the first unit of the 1974
College Division Academic All-America Fo9tball Team ••
The Louisville senior holds eight MSU kicking records
and is the first MSU player to be selected to an Academic AllAmerica squad.
Academic All-America selections are sponsored by the
College Sports Information Directors of America and the American
Heritage Life Insurance Company.
,_. _

T.? };>~ ns>m~r:i-att~r ~~n,._ a_t~lete must achieve at least a "B"

averagE!·...:'( 3.0) on a'"' 4.0~ ~c..ale and be a regular.

Russell

/

recorded a 3.90 average in radio-television and journalism.
·:~e ar_~ ver_y happy tha~ _Don _w as cl'?-os_e n for this recpgn~tion, ·1

"It is an honor fo~ .l1SU _an¢1

said MSU
Head Coach •Roy
Terry.
-. ••. ,.. , "'L ·.. • •
~
• , .. : • . .
spea}s:-~

we.1 1 for the type of athlete in our ~~<;>gram."

Russell was one of two Ohio Valley Conferen~e players
....

•

'f .

selected.

;

-.

~

-

·.

- ,

,.

,-

the other.
_.

c. F.

Silverwood Lane, !J?uisville, ~Y·
•

- ·J

("' "-

•.

:

•

-.
'
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Offe nsive tackle Gregory Johnson of Austin Peay was

Russell
is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
,.
\ -;

•

,. ~
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.
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(Special to Lexin gton Herald)
By JACK KELLEY
MSU Student Journalist

MOREHEAD, Ky . --- Outstanding high school athletes move to
college competition and generally blend into the crowd with other
collegians who were high school stars.
Such is not the case for Morehead State University track
standout Bobby Jones, a freshman out of Lexington Lafay ette High
School.
His high school track efforts for the Generals, in which
Coach Harold Barnett used him as a sprinter and a jumper, included
a finish in the top 10 in the triple jump and long jump in the
prestigious Mason-Dixon games.
Jones won the state high school long jump and triple jump and
anchored Lafayette's half-mile relay team which broke the state
record.

He holds four individual records for t he Ge n e r a ls.

That's not bad for a y oung man who never thought about track
until he was cut from the basketball team as a freshman.
" As a sophomore," Jones explained, "we were doing triple jumps
in phy sical education classes and I went further than any one else in
the class.

After class, the coach came over and asked me to come

out for track."
(MORE)

,

..
Bobby Jones 2-2-2-2 - 2

The rest of that story is track history at LHS.
Why did Bobby Jones come to Morehead State University ?
"I knew MSU was rebuilding in track and I figured I could be
a part of a winner," he recalls.
And that's exactly what Jones has been doing since the indoor
track season began about a month ago.
His accomplishments so far at MSU include selection as the
most v aluable f ieldman in the Ashland Relays after winning in the
long jump, 50-y ard dash and sprint medley.

He finished second in

the 60-y ard dash in this year's Mason-Dixon Games.
He holds MSU's indoor records in the long jump (23-5), triple
jump (4 9-1) and 60-y ard dash (6 .1).
Jones set two goals for himself as a college athlete--to be
nationally recognized and to make the 1980 Olympic Team--and he
already has reached the first one with an invitation to compete in
the NCAA's national indoor championships.
" And he's only a freshman," says MSU Track Coach A. L. Dawson.

11111111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky . --- After a win and loss last weekend, Morehead
State University remains in contention for a berth in the Ohio
Valley Conference post-season tournament.
The Eagles, QOW 10-11 overall and 3- 8 in the OVC, upset leagueleading Middle Tennessee on Saturday, 89-85 but lost to Western
Kentucky, 99-86 on Monday.
MSU jumped out to an eight-point halftime lead against
Middle and banded the Blue Raiders their first conference loss in
10 outings and snapped a school record winning streak of 13 straight.
Western Kentucky led by 10 at intermission and held off several
MSU rallies to pin the Eagles with their worst loss of the season.
Pacific also downed the Eagles by 13 earlier this year.
"We played very well against Middle Tennessee," said MSU Head
Coach Jack Schalow.

'.'It was a total team effort.

But Western was

fired up and played a great game on Monday and we were fighting
from behind all night."
With a 3-8 conference record, MSU is tied with Eastern

Kentuck~

East Tennessee and Murray State for fifth place in the standings.
Due to Western's ineligibility for the tournament, the OVC's fifth
place team wil l participate in the tourney on March 7 and 8 in
Murfreesboro, Tenn.
(MORE)

Ohio Valley Confere nce Tourname:11t
2-2-2-2

Arch Johnson and George Williams provided MSU's offensive
fireworks in weekend games.

Johnson scored 47 points and Williams

added 40 and grabbed 24 rebounds.

Ted Hundley scored 37 points

and picked off 21 rebounds in the two games.
MSU entertains East Tennessee this Saturday and visits
Tennessee Tech on Monday.

###############
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Collegiate wrestling teams from four schoo J.:::;
will converge on Morehead State University this weekend for ~~e
Kentucky Intercollegiate Wrestling Championships.
Competition begins Friday with weigh-ins at 1:30 p.m. i n
the Laughlin Health Building.

Quarter-final and semi-final matches

begin at 6 p.m. in Wetherby Gymnasium.
Saturday's schedule includes consolation matches b e qinning
at 9 a.m. with the finals set for 2:30 p.m.

Admission is free

for all sessions.
Wrestlers from MSU, Eastern Kentucky, Georgetown and No rthern
Kentucky will vie for the state crown.

Centre and Kentuck y wil 1_

!lot participate.
"There will be some fine young talent in the tournament,"
predicted MSU Coach David Beaver.

"We hope the fans •·1 ill support

the tournament and come out and see the compet..i.i. J.on."
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KY. 40351

TELEPHONE:
606/783-3325

MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's basketball seems to
have a split personality.
After 23 games , the Eagles are 10-2 at home and 1-10 on the road.
But they sti ll ha ve strong hopes of appearing in the Ohio Valley
Conference post-season tourname nt next week in Murfreesboro, Tenn.
MSU is 11-12 overall and 4-9 in the league after splitting a pair
of games over the weekend .
Coach Jack Schalow's cagers charged to a 101-84 victory over East
Tennessee on Saturday night.

Arch Johnson led t he way with 20 points.

MSU hit 62 per cent of its field goal attempts.
But turnovers took a heavy toll on MOnday night at Tennessee Tech
as the Eagles lost, 85- 77.

MSU made 25 floor errors and Tech became

the third Tennessee school to cli nch a berth in the tourney to decide
the OVC 's NCAA representative.

MSU got 18 points from Ted Hundley

and 14 from Johnson.
The loss l eft the Eagles in a t ie with East Tennessee for the last
tournament spot.

Marshall visited Wetherby Gym on Wednesday night

and Eastern comes t o town Saturday for the final home game of the year.
Tipoff time is 5:10 p.m.
##########
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TO SPORTSWRITERS, BROADCASTERS, SCOUTS & OTHER VISITORS:
Welcome to Wetherby Gymnasium and the campus of Morehead State
University for tonight's Ohio Valley Conference basketball game between
the Eagles of Morehead State and the Buccaneers of East Tennessee State
University.
THE SERIES:

Tonight's game is the 36th meeting between the Eagles and
the Bucs. Morehead State leads the series, 20-15. The
two teams first met during the 1953-54 season.

THE SEASON:

Morehead State is 10-11 overall and 3-8 in the Ohio Valley
Conference. The Eagles split a two-game weekend series,
upsetting league-leading Middle Tennessee on Saturday and
losing to Western Kentucky on Monday.
East Tennessee is 7-12 overall and likewise is 3-8 in the
OVC race. The Bucs also split two games this past weekend,
beating Murray, 88-75, on Saturday and bowing to Austin
Peay on Monday, 90-89.

EARLIER THIS YEAR: Morehead State and East Tennessee battled the full
40 minutes of their earlier meeting this year with the
Bucs corning out on top, 81-80. ETSU was led in scoring
by Kenny Reynolds with 20 followed by Morris Tampa and
Charlie Stuart with 19 points each. The Eagles were led
by Arch Johnson with 22 followed by Ted Hundley with 18
points.
THE COACHES:

East Tennessee's Leroy Fisher is 15-30 in his second
season at the helm. Morehead State's Jack Schalow is in
his first season with the Eagles.

THE STARTERS: MOREHEAD STATE --22 Arch Johnson
F
F 34 Ted Hundley
c 50 George Williams
G 10 Tony Hopson
G 14 Mike Russell
EAST TENNESSEE --42 Morris Tampa
14 Kenny Reynolds
c 54 Elmo Seay
G 12 Bruce Curtis
G 22 Charlie Stuart

F
F

6-6
6-8
6-8
5-10
6-4

Booneville, KY
Lexington, KY
Cincinnati, OH
Portland, OR
Richmond, KY

6-4
6-4
6-8
5-11
6-3

St. Petersburg, FL
South Bend, IN
Thomaston, GA
Hamilton, OH
Johnson City, TN

FUTURE GAMES: Morehead State makes its final road trip of the season to
take on Tennessee Tech Monday night in Cookeville. The
Eagles return home Wednesday night to host non-conference
rival Marshall University and then close the season the
following Saturday evening against Eastern Kentucky.
East Tennessee will also have a three-game week, hosting
Eastern Kentucky on Monday night and Tennessee Tech on
Thursday before traveling to College Park, Md., on Sat.
to take on nationally-ranked Maryland.

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

TELEPHONE:
606/783-3325

MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's spring schedules in
track and golf have been released by Athletic Director Sonny Moran.
The Eagle golf team opens the season March 26 in the University
of Kentucky Invitational.

Coach Ed Bignon's linksmen also participate

April 2-4 in the Mid-South Classic in Clarksville, Tenn., April 10-12
in the Tennessee Tech Invitational and April 25-27 in the Eastern
Kentucky Invitational.
MSU finished fifth in the Ohio Valley Conference last season and
returns three starters.
Coach Buck Dawson's track squad opens the season March 22 in the
West Virginia Hall of Fame Relays at Marshall University.
Home meets include a triangular with Eastern Kentucky and
Cumberland on March 27, the MSU Invitational on April 5, a quadrangular
with Ashland College, Marshall, West Liberty and Malone on April 12
and a triangular with Central State and Louisville on May 3.
Road meets include the Fairmont Invitational on March 29 and
duals at Western Kentucky on April 19 and Eastern Kentucky on May 1.
The OVC Spring Championships are scheduled May 16 and 17 at
Eastern Kentucky University.
#######
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University last weekend
captured the championship of the Kentucky Intercollegiate Wrestling
Tournament.
In other sports, the Eagles defeated the: Louisville, 60-53,
in swimming and the women• s basketball team split two games, :·dropping.
Louisville, 59-46, and losing to Western Kent·u=ky, 58-52.
The Eagle wrestlers took five individual championships en route
to the team title.

Also entered were Eastern Kentucky, Georgetown

and Northern Kentucky.
MSU grapplers claimed three special trophies with heavyweight
Gerry Anthony claiming two, the fastest fall and for most falls in
the least amount of time.

MSU freshman Mark Hartbarger was named

the tourney's outstanding wrestler.

Both are from Oregon, Ohio.

The Eagle swimmers upped their season mark to 3-5 with the
win over Louisville.

They close the season this week • in the

Kentucky Intercollegiate Championships at Louisville.
In women's basketball, freshme n Debbie Ames and Lynn Blevin$
led the Eagles to the victory ove r Louisville.
points and Blevins added 16.

Ames scored 20

Ames tallied 25 in the loss to

Western.
The squad carries a 4-6 season mark into this week ' s
l'..antucky WomQn'

~

J:n4-.,.r co l _l -0g'.i.:::lte 'l'o n ruame nt at
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TO SPORSTWRITERS, BROADCASTERS, SCOUTS & OTHER VISITORS:

/

Welcome to Wetherby Gymnasium and the campus of Morehead
State University for tonight's basketball game between the
Eagles of Morehead State and the Thundering Herd of Marshall
University.
THE SERIES:

Tonight's game is the 68th meeting between the
Eagles and The Herd. Morehead State holds a
35-32 edge in the series which began in the
1939-40 season .

HISTORY:

Tonight's game is the l,OOOth intercollegiate
basketball game in Morehead State University
history. The Eagles are 558-431 for a winning
percentage of nearly 56 per cent.

EARLIER THIS SEASON:

Morehead State jumped out to an early 12-point
lead only to have Marshall take a slim lead at
halftime. The Herd dominated the second half
to win 80-69 in Huntington. The Eagles were
led by Ted Hundley with 26 points and Mike
Kelley with 16. Bob Williams' 25 , points and
Ke nny Hurst's 14 led the Herd.

THE RECORDS:

Morehead State carries an 11-12 record into
tonight's game. MSU is 4-9 in Ohio Valley
Conference play and must defeat Eastern ·
Kentucky Saturday to gain a berth in the OVC
post-season tournament. Marshall is 12-11
and riding a two-game losing streak. The
He rd lost weekend games at Jacksonville and
Samford.

THE STARTERS:

MOREHEAD STATE--F 22 Arch Johnson
F 34 Ted Hundle y
c 50 George Williams
G 10 Tony Hopson
G 25 James Washington

6-6
6-8
6-8
5-10
6-3

MARSHALL--F 43 Dave Mastropaolo
F 34 Earl Williams
c 55 Bob Williams
G 22 Joe Hickman
G 24 Kenny Hurst

6-6 Falls Church, Va.
6-5 . Lanham, Md.
6-8 Gary, Ind.
6-0 Woodstown, N.J.
6-2 South Point, Ohio

NEXT GAMES:

Booneville,Ky.
Lexington, Ky.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Portland, Ore.
Frankfort, Ky.

Morehead entertains Eastern Kentucky Saturday
night in an important Ohio Valley Conference
battle. Tipoff is 5:10 p.rn. Marshall
r e turns home to close the season against
Wis~ onsi~-M i lwauk ee on Sa turday and Akron
on Monday.

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD , KY 40351
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606/783-3325

MOREHEAD , Ky. --- Fo l lowing a heart- stopping 73- 72 ove r time
win over Mar shal l on Wednesday night , Morehe a d State Univers i ty ' s
Eag l es turn their attent i ons to another regional r ival--Easter n
Kentucky.
The Eag l es and Colone l s meet in MSU's Wetherby Gymnasium
Saturday at 5 : 10 p.m . in a regionally- televised game .
Morehead State is 12- 12 overall and 4 - 9 in the Ohio Valley
Conference .

Eastern Kentucky is 7- 1 7 overall and 3- 10 in the OVC .

But more than school pride wil l be at stake .
More head State needs a win to secure the fourth spot in the
OVC post-season tourn ame nt next week at Murfreesboro , Tenn.

The

Eagles are tied with East Tenn essee for the berth but MSU would
get the nod through a complicated tie-break ing system .
"We want to win our way into the tournament , " said Eag le Coach
Jack Sch a low.

"Th e re are some factors which might allow us to

participa te anyway but a win Saturday would put us i n for sure . "
MSU fought back from a nine -point deficit to beat Marshal l.
Senior guard J ames Washington hit a 23 ·-foot jump shot with four
seconds left to win the game .
Arch Johnson l ed the Eagles with 18 points and Ken Sansbury
a n d Washington each added 16 .
1111111111
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MOREHEAD,..~. .· . •--- Five members of the Morehead State
University wrestling team will travel to University Park, Pa.,
this weekend to participate in the NCAA Eastern Regional Wrestling
Championships at Pennsylvania State University.
Representing MSU will be Gerry Anthony, a heavyweight from
Oregon, Ohio; Tim Dench, a 126-pounder from Louisville ; Mark
Hartbarger, a 134-pounder from Oregon, Ohio; Bill Kramer, a 155pounder from Toledo, Ohio; and Mickey Rzymek, a 150-pounder from
Toledo.
Anthony, Hartbarger and Rzymek have the best individual
records.

Anthony is 14-1 on the year, including a first place

finish in the Kentucky Intercollegiate Wrestling Tournament and
a third in the Southeastern Intercollegiate Tournament.
is 16-4 and Hartbarger, chosen as the top wrestler in the
Kentucky meet, is 13-6.
######
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TO SPORTSWRITERS, BROADCASTERS, SCOUTS & OTHER VISITORS:
Welcome to
State University
game between the
Eastern Kentucky

Wetherby Gytlh~asium and the campus of Morehead
for today's Ohio Valley Conference basketball
Eagles of Morehead State and the Colonels of
University.

THE SERIES:

Today's game is the 93rd meeting between
Morehead State and Eastern Kentucky. The
Colonels hold a 57-35 edge in the series
which dates back to 1930-31.

EARLIER THIS SEASON:

Eastern Kentucky posted an 86-82 win in
Richmond one month ago today. The Colonels
were led by Carl Brown's 27 points and Darryl
Davis' 15 points and 11 rebounds. Arch
Johnson led MSU with 22 and Ted Hundley added
20

THE RECORDS:

Morehead State carries a 12-12 record into
today's game. The Eagles are 4-9 in OVC pl~y.
Eastern Kentucky is 7-17 overall and 3-lO
in the OVC.

TOU?.NEY SITUATION:

Morehead State MUST win today to clinch a
berth in the OVC's post-season tournament.
The Eagles trail East Tennessee by one-half
game in the standings following the Bucs
80-78 win ove r Tennessee Tech Thursday night.
If MSU and ETSU tie for the final spot, the
Eagles will get the nod based on their win
over league chanpion Middle Tennessee .

0\7 C

The Ohio Valley C_onference Tourname nt opfms
next Friday at Midd le Tennessee State
.....
UniV>ersity . Aust~ Peay meets Tennessee
Tech ~in Friday's firs~ game at 7 p~m . CDT
(8 p.m. EDT). Conference·champion Middle
Tennessee will play the fourth place team, .
in the second game. The championship
game is scheduled - ~~urday at 7:30 p.m. CDT.

TOuliliAMENT:

THE STARTERS:

<~"""

MOREHEAD STATE'·"l..:1-F 22 Arch Johnson
F" 34 Ted-Hundley
c 50 George Williams
G 25 James Washington
·G 10 Tony Hopson
.. .

6-6
6-8
6-8
6-1
5,...1~

.

Uooneville , Ky..
Lexington, Ky.
Cincinnati, O'.::i.La
Frankfort, Ky.
Portland, Ore •
...' ::

EASTERN KENTUCKY --F 14 Jimmy Segar
F. 54 Bill Dwane
c 44 Mike Oliver
4
G
Tyrone Jones
G 12 Carl Brown

6-4
6-9
6-7
5-9
6-4

Richmond, Ky.
Louisville, Ky.
Washington, D.C.
Washington, D.C.
Cincinnati, Ohio

SENIORS:

Three Morehead State players are closing
out their careers this afternoon. Forward
Arch Johnson, center George Williams, and
guard James Washington are m-.aking their last
appearance in Wetherby Gym.
Two Colonels are bowing out. Bob Watkins
and cr·aig Turner are playing in an EKU uniform
for the final time today.

TONIGHT IN OVC:

Austin Peay at Murray State
Western Kentucky at Middle Tennessee
East Tennessee at Maryland
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SENIOR CAREER STATISTICS (To Date)

Arch Johnson
72-73
73-74
74-75

20
25

ll
68

60-131
137-265
143-262
340-658

.458 40-48 .833 69
.517 66-78 .846 126
.546 46-52 .857 137
.517 152-178 .854 332

3.4 40-1
5.0 65-1
6.0 64-3
4.9 169-5

14
27
45
86

160
340
376
876

8.0
13.6
16.3
12.9

22
27
27
27

7
16
23

134
318
452

5.2
13.3
9.0

11
29
29

George Williams
73 -i74
74-75

..

,)

.'

26

24
50

57-147
133-247
190-394

.388
.538
.482

20-36 .555
52-82 .634
72-118 .610

158 6.1 71-3
214 8.9 89-5
372 7.4 160-8

~-2

James Washington
72-73
73-74
74-75

14
25
20
59

11-28
54-128
51-109
116-265

.392
.422
.468
.438

2-5
23-34
13-16
38-55

.400
.676
.1813
. '691

8
37
27
72

0.6
1.5
1.4
1.2

12-0
28-0
20-0
60-0

8
49
20
77

24
131
115
270

1. 7
5.2
5.8
4.6

12
14
16
16
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University Head Football
coach Roy Terry has announced the signing of two more high
school players to grants-in-aid.
The newest signees are Jim Troutmen, a 6-2, 210-pound
linebacker from Bullitt Central High SchooL and Terry Hauck, a
6-1, 220-pound defensive tackle from Cincinnati Oak Hills High
School.
Troutman, an All-State pick, is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Clyde Troutman of Mt. Washington and played for Coach Jim Kazzmarek.
Hauck, also an All-Stater, is the son of Mr. and Mrs. John
Hauck, 820 Ivy Hill Dr., Cincinnati.

He played for Co~ch Wil

Wutenschroer at Oak Hills.
"We are happy to have these two young men in our program,"
said Terry.

"They can help this season."

Signing earlier were running back Clipson Jones of Belfry,
linebacke r Charles Darby of New Boston, Ohio, and fullback John
Compton of Cincinnati.

#######
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Mike Stone, formerly of Louisville, has been
named assistant professional at the Morehead State University Golf
course.
The 26-year-old California native is a graduate of Indian River
Junior College .

He succeeds James (Skip) Welch, who resigned to

become head pro at the Bobby Nichols Golf Course in Louisville.
Stone will be working under MSU Professional and Golf Coach
Ed Bignon.

##1111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State

Univ~rsity

heavyweight

Gerry Anthony has <IUalif ied for the NCAA Wrestling championships
at

~rineeton

University next week.

The 6-1, 235-pound junior f?'(")m Oregon, Ohio, qualified for
the nationals by finishing toird in the NCAA Easter?\ Regional
last week at Penn State,
"We are very· proud nf ·Gerry," said MSU Coach David Beaver.

"He lost
to

~ain

.aJ'\

the

early match but came back t" defeat the same wrestler
NCAl\

finftls."

Three · other .MSU wrestiers competed .in the regional.

Senior

Mickey R.zyme.k of Toledo, ·Ohio placed 5th ·in ..~he··· l50"'!pound : ~lass.
l~st

Juni"r Tim nench of Louisville
l'~unds

a.nn

~rk Hartbarq~r,

the fir:;t rounrl at 134

ala~

1'0unds~ ,.

the outstanrliJ\q ·wrestler ia

in the first

a t 126

e·f Oregon, Ohio, ·. was injured in

.. H~tbrtrg-er !" ertrlier was selected· as

th~ K~ntucky

If 111111 II It
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r~unn

I.ntercallegiate wrestling
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- - - Morehead State University's track and field

team scrambled to a second place finish in last weekend's Ohio
Valley Conference Invitational Indoor Meet.
The Eagles won three individual events to outscore Middle
Tennessee, Tennessee Tech and East Tennessee.
not participate.

Three schools did

Murray won the meet.

First place finishers were freshman Jerry Wyche in the
300- yard dash

Mike Marksbury in the shot put (51-10),

and John

Baxter in the mile run (4:15.5). All set new MSU records.
Wyche's time earned him a berth in the NCAA Indoor
Championships next week in Detroit
Coach Buck Dawason described his team's performance as
\

'.

" outstanding'' and said the indoor results indicated his Eagles would
be "truly competitive '" this spring.

111111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University Football
Coach Roy Terry has announced the signing of a sixth high
school player to a grant-in-aid.
Abe Stubbs, a 5-11, 190-pound linebacker from Bainbridge .. High
School, Bainbridge, Ga;, ,. .. is the ·newest· MSU

r~cruit..:.

~ .

Stubbs, an All-State pick, was described by Terry as
"extremely quick and a fine football player."
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Ben Stubbs of Rt. 3,
Bainbridge.

He played for Coach Prescott Forysthe at Bainbridge

High.

itif 11 II II II ll:#::#"=ff:
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- With two straight wins over arch-riva l s ,
Morehead State University's b asketball Eagles seem to have
momenteum heading into this week's Ohio Vali ey Conference Tourname nt .
The Eagles closed the season with three wins in their final
four outings, including last week's 73-72 overtime victory over
Marshall and an 81-66 decision over Eastern Kentucky.
"Our first goa l this season was to reach the l eague tourmament,"
said Head Coach Jack Schalow.

"Many people didn't give us a chance

but our players didn't give up and we won the critical games l a t e
)

in the year."
MSU finished the regular season with a 13-12 ove rall mark a nd
a 5-9 OVC slate.

The Eagles tied East Tennes see for fifth p l ace

but earned the playoff berth with a win over league champ Middle
Tennessee .
Morehead State faces Middle in the first r o und o f the OVC
tourney Friday night in

Murfreesbo~o,

Te nn.

MSU and

~h e

Blue

Raiders meet at 9 p . m. _CDT Austin Peay and Tennessee collide in
the first game.
Friday's
, winner s tangle in the championship game Saturday at
7:30 p.m. CDT to dete r mine the OVC r e pre sentative

to the NCAA .

The Eagles used a 25-point, 17-rebound effort from center
George Williams to propel them past Eastern and into the playoff3 .
Arch Johnson added 13.

Ted Hundley had 12 and Tony Ho pson scored

11.
Tickets for the OVC tournament g ame s are on sale at the
UniversityBusiness Offic~.
$6 for

.
general

both nights.

admission.

Prices are $10 for res e rved seats and
Ac'lv•·.;;,ce tickets must be purchased f o r

Single s£s sion tickets are $ 5 for reserved and $3 for

general admis sion and will be ava ilable a t

the door .
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--- Morehead State enters the Ohio Valley

Conference's first post-season tournament with wins over the
three other teams but without a victory on the road in the OVC.
The Eagles

~ in i shed

the regular season with a 13-12 record

overall and a 5-9 OVC mark.

MSU tied for fifth in the league

but earned the tourney berth on a regular season win over regular
season champ Middle Tennessee .
"It has b e en a season of frustrations and satisfactions,"
said first-year Coach Jack Schalow .

"We lost so many close games

but continued to improve and our veterans and newcomers finally
rrolded into a team."
The Eagles opened the season with five wins in their first
six outings, what was to be their only road win, 68-63, at Xavier.
MSU then suffered road losses at California and the University
of the Pacific and also dropped the OVC opener at home to Murray
State.
After posting a win over Austin Peay , the Eagles lost road
games at Western Kentucky , 81-7 6 , and Middle Tennessee , 91-87.
Schalow's team split the next eight games and finished the
season with three wins in the final four outings.

The Eagles had

their best team play in a 101-84 rout of East Tennessee.

They

battled from behind to nip Marshall in o v ertime, 73-72, and then
stormed past Eastern Kentucky , 8 1-66, in the season's final week.
(MORE)

2- 2 - 2-2-2

"When we started the season most people felt we didn't
have a chance to make the tournament ." said Schalow.

"But we

used total teamwork to win some critical games late in the season."
Six different players led the Eagles in scoring during the
season and each member of the team scored a career high this season.
Senior forward Arch Johnson led MSU in scoring eight times,
including six in OVC play. The 6-6 product of Breathitt County High
School tied a career high with 27 points in MSU's 89-85 win over
Middle Tennessee.
Johnson scored more than 18 points per game during OVC play
and, with a 54.6 field goal percentage, is after the MSU record
of 54 per cent set last year by Leonard Coulter.
Center George Williams led MSU in scoring on seven occasions
but, more

impor~antly,

was the top rebounder 13 times.

He scored

a career-high 29 against Middle Tennessee in Murfreesboro and in
a home bout with Louisiana Tech.

Williams twice grabbed 17

rebounds in a game.
He

impro~ed

from five points per game last year to nearly 14

per outing this season.
MSU's other senior, guard James Washington, broke his foot
before drills began last fall but battled back into the starting
lineup during the season's

final month.

Washington, a 6 -1 outside shooter, pumped in a career-high 16
against Marshall, including a 23-foot jumper with four seconds to
play to win the game in overtime.
(MORE)

3-3-3-3-3-3

Sophomore forward Ted Hundley scored 15.6 per game and was
MSu's rop rebounder with 9.5 per game.

He scored 26 points in a

loss at Marshall and grabbed 19 rebounds at Western Kentucky.
"Our seniors gave us some very valuable leadership," said
Schalow.

"Washington showed great courage and character in battling

back from an injury.

Arch Johnson gave 110 per cent all season.

And George Williams has to be the most improved player on the team."
But MSU could not have reached the OVC tourney without the
help of a group of youngsters.
Junior college transfer Tony Hopson emerged in mid-season as
the Eagle quarterback.

He fired in 24 points against Austin Peay

and dished out nine assists in a 91-78 win over Tennessee Tech.
Freshmen Ken Sansbury and Mike Russell combined to average
more than 16 points per game.

Sansbury, a 6-4 forward, scored 17

at Austin Peay and Russell, a 6-3 guard pumped in 22 in the season
opener against Northern Kentucky and scored 19 against Murray State.
He also averaged more than five rebounds per game.
But the individual credited with at least a couple of MSU
wins is guard Mike Kelley.

One of the top ballhandlers in the OVC,

he quarterbacked the MSU delay offense and hit free throws at an
incredible clip.

The 91-5 percentage at the line bettered MSU's

school record and OVC record held by Jim Sandfoss.

Johnson finished

second in the league to Kelley in free throw shooting at 85.8 per cent.
MSU had its problems this season with turnovers.
coughed up the ball at a rate of 20 per game.
(MORE)

The Eagles

4-4-4-4-4-4
"We know we're the big underdog and that our work is cut
out for

us,·~

said Schalow.

"But stranger things have happened

and we are happy to be the only Kentucky school in the tourney."
#######
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's football Eagles
open spring practice on March 17 and the top priority will be to
find a quarterback.
The Eagles returned 20 of 22 starters from last year's final
game but both losses were in tl'e offensive backfield.
Quarterback Alex Brawner and tailback Frank Jones were lost
to graduation and Head Coach Roy Terry wants to fill the holes this
spring.
"We have to find out who can play for us," said Terry.

"Then

we must decide where they can play."
The Eagles return two All-Ohio Valley Conference players in
tight end Keith Mescher {6-2, 200, Jr.) and defensive back Vic
Williams (6-2, 170, Sr.).
Candidates for the vacant quarterback slot are Terry Flowers
(5-11, 180, Jr.), who started the final two games last season, Pete
Jones (6-2, 190, So.),

and Phillip Sims (6-2, 185, So.).

Tailback hopefuls include Marlon Burns (6-2, 205, So.), Ron
Mosley (6-3, 205, Jr.) and Tony Harris {6-0, 185, Jr.) .
"We must find our top 22 players during the spring drills,
said Terry.

11

"If we accomplish that, we will have made significant

progress."
The Eagles plan to practice every day the weather is acceptable.
No date has been set for the annual spring game.
tlll 1111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- With the season completed and a 13-13 record,
Morehead State University's basketball staff has turned to the
recruiting campaign.
Coa ch J a ck Schalow ' s Eagles completed the regular season with
a 11-12 mark but fell to league champion Middle Tennessee, 85-68, in
t h .-,.

O.:i o Va lley Conference's post-season tournament.

"1'.lthough we made the tournament, we were disappointed with the
s c<:·~,;: ..

··

~ ?.. id

Schalow.

"We should have won some games that we lost

and our c;::.ckcourt play hurt us critically at times. "
MSU must replace All-OVC forward Arch Johnson, c enter George

Williams, and guard James Washington.
J ohnson was the team's leading scorer with a 15.6 average and
finished sixth in the nation in free throw shooting with a percentage
of 85 . 8.
"We will attempt to recruit some front line personnel and also
go after some guards, " said Schalow.

"But we also have some peop le

sitting out who could help immediately."
The Eagles return eight lettermen for the 75-76 season.
11111111111111#
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--- Morehead Stc;,te Universi ty Hcc:.d Foo ::~u:.. 1

Coach Roy Terry has announced the signing of All-State running
back Norman Letcher of Danv ille.
Letcher, a 5-11, 185-pound speedster, was a first-team
All-State pick at Danville High School.
"We feel Norman is a fine prospect," said Terry.

"He will

definitely make a contribution to our program."
Letcher is the son of Mr. and Mrs. William Letcher of
Danville.

He played under Coach Pat Dale.

#####
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's spring sports
teams open play this week with baseball at home and track and tennis
on the road.
MSU's baseball Eagles who finished second in the Ohio
Valley Conference last spring, start with a unique tripleheader
at 10 a.m. Saturday against Taylor University at Allen Field.
Coach Sonny Allen returns seven of the nine players who
started the final OVC playoff game last season.

The Eagles face

a 34-game schedule.
Coach George Sadler's tennis squad opens at Morris Harvey
on Wednesday and returns home to host Marshall on Friday at
3 p.m. and Taylor on Saturday at 2 p.m.
The Eagles return five players from last season and welcome
two freshmen from England who won a regional title as prep
schoolers.
Coach Buck Dawson's track team opens the outdoor season
Saturday in the Hall of Fame Relays at Marshall.
Dawson's cindermen will compete in 10 outdoor meets.
Oscar Jones of Charleston, W. Va., Bobby Jones of Lexington and
Jerry Wyche of Hackensack, N.J. became the first MSU tracksters
ever to qualify for the NCAA National In~oor Championships this
season.

They competed at Cobo Hall in Detroit last weekend.
(MORE)

Spring 6~orts Teams
2-2-2-2-2

Field events begin at 10 a.m. and track events at 2:30 p.m.
in the inaugural meet on Marshall's new track.

MSU joins

Kentucky, West Virginia, Fairmont State, West Liberty, West
Virginia State, Indiana University (Pa.), Kentucky State and
Marshall in the year's first outdoor competition.
The Eagles return home March 27 to face Eastern Kentucky and
Cumberland College at Jayne Stadium.

The MSU Relays are

scheduled April 5.
111111 II II II II 1111##
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MOREHEAD· STATE UNIVERS ITY
Final Winte r Sports · Scorebo a rd "

VARSITY BASKETBALL (13- 13 )

(OVC 5- 9 )

MSU 93, No rther n Ky . 84
MSU 105 , Baptist College 85
MSU 64, Akron 56
Ma:.:shal l 80 , MSU 6 9
MSU 93, Louisiana Tec h 89 (OT )
MSU 6 8 , Xavier 63
California 77 , NSU 71 ·
Pacific 86 , MSU 71
Murray State 93 , MSU 88
MSU 9 9 , Au stin Peay 89
We ste rn Ky. 81 , MSU 76
Middle Tenn . 91, MSU 8 7
MSU 81, Ball State 74
MSU 91, Tenn . Tech 78
Ea st Tenn . 81 , MSU so ·
Ea ste r n Ky . 86 , HSU 82
MSU 81, Georg i a State 69
. Austin Peay 7 0 , MSU 66
Murray State 79 , MSU 70
MSU 89 , Middle Tenn . 85
Western Ky . 9~ , MS U 86
MSU 101, East Tenn. 84
Te nn. Tech 85, MSU 76
MSU 7 3 , Marshall 72
MSU 81, Easte~n Ky . 66
*Middle Tenn . 85 , MSU 68
*OVC Tou r nament
SWIMMING (3-5 )
Eastern Ky . 88 , MSU 25
Morris Har vey Relays (4th o f 5)
Western Ky . 6 5, MSU 4 8
MSU 63, Mo rri s Harvey 48
Wooste r 66 , MSU 49
Ashland 74 , MSU 39
MSU 71, Centr e 48
Marshall 78 , MSU 39
MSU 60, Lo uisv ille 5 3
Kentucky Intercol l egiate
(4th of 5)
3-21-75

WOMEN 'S BASKETBALL (4-7)
Easte rn Ky . 78, MSU 28
MSU 7 2 , Be llarmine 64
Marsh a ll 74 , MSU 4 6
MSU 62 , George town 36
Northe rn Ky . 7 3 , MSU 6 9
Ke ntucky 58 , MSU 4 1
MSU 6 1, Be r ea 4 1
Northe rn Ke ntucky 63, MSU 38
MSU 60 , Louisville 53
Western Ky . 58 , MSU 52
KWIC Tournament
. Kentucky 70 , MSU 4 1
WRESTL I NG ( 1 0 - 4 )
Kentucky 33 , MSU 9
Virgini a Tech Invitat ional
(1 s t of 4 )
Cla r ion State 31 , MSU 6
MSU 26 , Georgetown 1 8
MSU 24 , Midd l e Tennessee 1 6
MSU 25 , Cincinnati 22
UT-Chattanooga 44 , MSU 2
Con c ord (Forfeit- Won)
MSU 4 5 , Xavier 9
MSU 2 3 , Wr i ght St . 14
MSU 34 , Cedarvi lle 1 5
MSU 22 , Eastern Ky . 19
MSU 1 9 , Maryvil l e 1 6
Unive r s ity o f the South (Forfe itWon)
S ED~A To urnamen t
(4th of 10)
Ma r s h a ll 2 2, MSU 2 1
Ky. Inte rcollegiate (1st of 4)
INDOOR TRACK
Middle Tennes s ee Invitational
(2nd of 5)
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~The Eagles captured nine of the 15 events in the Halj:f Fame w ' p
e'~ ~+ oi'\\eV" Schoo Is ~ 1o

at Marshall University.dll. .~ MSU outpointed)lllill...............iillliiiiiiiilll~l!lliil!!l!!I~
to claim the title.

Lother ~ finishers

werelJ West Virginia, 54;

Kentucky State 42; West Liberty .

36; Kentucky 26; Fairmont State 12;

West Virginia 12; and Alderson-Broaddu1' 4.

.-.: lMSu won

five of six field

~vAt

high jump, discus, long jump and pole •

~
freshman

t scar Jones,

e a

J /_

even~

the shot put,

vault .

sophomore from Charleston, W. Va., teamed with

e

Bobby Jones of Lexington to capture the long jump. Oscar
feet
had the day's best jump with a leap of 2 ~3~ irfche~ and
with Bobby Jones to

post~43-foot

49 Jones
combined

7-inch jump.

lThe Joneses teamed with brothers Jerry and Steve Wyche to win the
880-yard relay in a time of 1: 26 .88 to pace the • • relay events.

MS U

captured four firsts in the running events.
L"Considering the weather conditions, I thought we performed well,"
said MSU

Coa~awson. "Bu~ we

l
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Ky. --- Morchc?.d State University's te:1nis and baseball

tr. .eir seasons

wiU1

victorl~s

lilst

wee}~~:ia.

MSU s ten:aio Euc; l es dr.;u1cd 11,.o;:-:::- :! s I:arvcy, 8-1, ancl nlanked
I

Marshall, 9-0, and
netters
MSU

rcc~rdcd

hos~s

T~ylor

University, 9-0.

coach Gcorrye Sadler's

t wo 0£ the wins at home.

Centre on Wednesday, Northern Kentucky on Thursday and

Pikeville en Saturday.
Coach Sonny
and 7-0.

All~n's base~all

Lcfth~nder

Eagles belted Taylor two times, 9-2

Tinker Chapman struck out eight and allowed only

four hits in the opener.
He was supported by second baseman Ken Nooe and first baseman
Jim Schlemmer who chipped in with three hits each, including the

season's first home run by Schlemmer.
In the nightcap, southpaw Jim Duff allowed only four hits and
struck out 10.

Nooe and shortstop Jim Brockman each had two hits.

M3U meets Louisville Tuesday and entertains Cincinnati on
Thursc~y

before opening Ohio Valley Conference play Saturday at East

1111111111111111
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

TELEPHONE:
606/783- 3325

MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's golf team opens
the season this weekend in the combined Kentucky Intercollegiate
Tournament--University of Kentucky Invitational.
The dual tourney will be staged on the 6,800-yard, par 72 Spring
Valley Country Club Course in Lexington on Thursday and Friday.
MSU claimed the Kentucky Intercollegiate title in 1973 and
finished second last season.
"We are optimistic about the season," said Coach Ed Bignon.

"But

we have been hurt by injuries and illness."
Senior Wes Martin will miss the first tournament of the year
because of illness.

Bignon will open the year with junior Eddie Mudd,

sophomore John Bass and freshmen James Thomas and Greg Palmer as sure
starters.
The other two players likely will come from junior Richard Dodd,
sophomore Ross Smith and freshman Ken New.
All Kentucky college golf squads will be in the field for the
Kentucky Intercollegiate.
Others participating in the UK Invitational are Miami of Ohio,
Marshall, Northern Illinois, Western Michigan, Virginia Tech, Southern
Illinois, Toledo and Kent State.
111111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky.

TELEPHONE:
606/783-3325

Morehead State University's women's track

and field team won its first meet of the season this week in a
triangular clash with Eastern Kentucky and Berea College.
MSU piled up 64 points to 47 for Eastern Kentucky.

Berea

finished with 17.
Freshman Debbie Ames won two events and finished third in
another to pace MSU.

She won the shot put and high jump and

finished third in the 220-dash.
The event was the first in a five-meet season for Laradean
Brown's team.

The Eagles compete in the Western Kentucky

Invitational on April 5, entertain Eastern Kentucky in a dual
meet on April 8 and host the Kentucky Women's Intercollegiate
Conference Meet on April 19.
MSU closes the season on April 26 in the Becky Boone Relays
at Eastern Kentucky.
1111111111 #
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MOREHEAD, Ky . --- Morehead Sta t e Univers ity will host the
fir st MSU Track a nd Fie l d Re l ays Saturday Apr il 5, at J ayn e
Stadium .

•

Th e eig ht-team event begins with f i e ld c ompetition at 10 a . m .
Running events s tar t at 1 p . m.

•

Included will be a masters mile run op e n to p c r sc ns 3 5 ye a rs of
a ge and older .

Th e event i s open to

'\·le h o p e thi s

•

Coach

Bue~

Dawson .

the pub l ic .

is th e b e ginning of an ar.nua l
"~·;e

\·: ill

a tt e :~?t

event , " said

to expan d the field

Join ing MSU this year a r e Ke ntucky , Kentucky State ,
Eastern Ken tucky, West Virg in ia , Marsha ll and

i~SU

every

Lo ui s vil le ,

Fairmont State .

In addition to awa r ds fo r th e top two finishers in each
eve nt , out standing p e r f orm e r s will be se l e c ted in tr ack events and
fi e l d

ev ~ ::.ts .

·- .....

.. ~-,. .....• •

L ... ..:) V

:-,- ~

c.:. ... -

_, . :

l ast weekend at Ma r sha ll Unive rsity and competes this weekend in
t h e Fairmont State Invit a tional in Fairmont ,
.JJ.J • ''

II •t , ,
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

TELEPHONE:
606/783-3325

MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's track and field
team won six events and outdistanced 19 other teams to win the
rainswept Fairmont State Invitational last weekend.
Although no team scores were

ke~t,

MSU was declared the

unofficial winner.
coach Buck

Daws~n's

thinclads also captured three second places

in their second outdoor meet of the year.
MSU winners were Harry Wooddell in the pole vault, (14-0);
Bobby Jones in the 100-yard dash, (9.9); and Mike Marksbury in the
shot put, (51- 3/4").

Relay teams won the 440-yard relay, the 880-

yard relay and the shuttle hurdles.
Eagle freshman Bobby Jones of Lexington was selected as the
meet's

t~p

track

perf~rrner.

The Eagles host the MSU Invitational this Saturday at Jayne
Stadium.

Joining them in the eight-team field will be Kentucky,

Kentucky

State, Eastern Kentucky, Louisville, West Virginia, Fairmont

State and Marshall.
Field events begin at 10 a.m. and running events start at 1 p.m.
Admission is free.
111111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The third annual Eastern Kentucky Special
Olympics will be held Friday at Morehead State University's Jayne

•

Stadium •
Governor Julian Carroll will open the day-long Athletic
competition at 10 a.m.
Bob Monahan of MSU is the director

~nd

Mrs. Elizabeth Sadler

is coordinating track and field events.
"The purpose of Special Olympics is to assist in the physical,

•

social and psychological development of retarded persons," said
Monahan.

•

Winners in each classification may advance to state and
national competition.

The competition is open to any retarded

person over 8 years of age.
Counties included are Rowan, Martin, Menifee, Morgan,

Lawrenc~

Johnson, Elliott, Carter, Boyd, Greenup, Lewis, Fleming, Mason,
Bath, Montgomery, Robertson and Bracken.
Admission is free.
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KY 40351

TELEPHONE
606/783-3325

MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Competing between breaks in the weather,

•

Morehead State University's spring sports teams blended a mixture
of winning and losing last week.
Coach George Sadler's tennis team ran its record to 5-0 with

•

a 9-0 win over Centre and an 8-1 victory over Marshall.
"We are playing very well," said Sadler.

•

"Our young people

are playing like veterans and we look forward to Ohio Valley
Conference play this weekend."
The tennis team had matches with Northern Kentucky and Pikeville

,.

rained out last week.

MSU hosts Te nne ssee Tech Friday at 2 p.m.

and East Tennessee at 9 a.m. Saturday.
Coach Ed Bignon's g o lf

•

earn finished ninth in the 15-team

Kent"Ueky Intercollegiate Golf Tournament in Lexington.

Junior Eddie

Mudd was MSU's top finisher with a 77, good enough for a tie for

•

12th .
MSU's baseball Eagles drop p e d a doubleheader at Louisville,
15-7 and 16-9, and a 10-0 decision at Ohio University.

•

The Eagles entertain Brown University on Wednesday and visit
Xavier on Thursday .

•

Saturday .
1111 11 1111 11 1111 11
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Ky. --- The Morehead State University Invitational

Track and Field.Meet will be held Saturday at Jayne Stadium.
Joining MSU in the eight-team field are Kentucky State, Eastern

•

Kentucky, Louisville, Kentucky, Marshall, Fairmont State and West
Virginia.
Field events begin at 10 a.m. and track events start at 1 p.m •

•

Admission is free.
"There will be several top track and field performers in this
meet," said MSU Coach Buck Dawson.

"With good weather, we could

see many stadium records fall."
MSU's thinclads have taken two unofficial championships this
season, the Track Hall of Fame Relays in Huntington, W. Va., and
Fairmont State Invitational.

No team scores were recorded but

MSU claimed more individual championships than any other competing
school.
"We are pleased with the effort our team has given," said
Dawson.

"It looks like we might be on our way up in the Ohio Valley

Conference."
The MSU Invitational, featuring 21 events, begins at 10 a.m.
with the pole vault, high jump and six-mile run.
An invitational master's mile, open to all persons over 35, is
scheduled at 3:25 p.m.
Awards go to the top two finishers in each event and coaches
will choose outstanding performers in track events and in field
events.
4-2-75
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606/783-3325

MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University Head Football
Coach Roy Terry has announced the signing of MSU's eighth recruit.
The newest Eagle is Mike Dawson, a 6-3, 190-pound split end

•

and defensive end from Ceredo-Kenova High School in Kenova,

w.

Va •

Dawson helped lead Ceredo-Kenova to the West Virginia Class

AA state title.

•

The wonders posted a 12-0 mark to take their

fifth state crown.
"Mike comes from one of the outstanding football programs in

•

West Virginia," said MSU Head Coach Roy Terry.
definite asset

t~

"He will be a

our program."

Dawson is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Dawson, 2017 Oak

•

St., Kenova, and played under Coach Carl Ward.
He is the nephew of MSU track Coach Buck Dawson.

•

•
•

•
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's track and field team
'
\ \Nl~~t"q <
kept its unblemished record intact last weekend
by QT
._.
Invitationalf{j

~o~h

Buck Dawson's . . . . . . . . thinclads won seven events and placed

t~!Z

\. l1 o
in' ca

'>PJ•JS i-.../

to outdistance seven other---:~.'--;. . . .19.........
m!l!l!l~

'

\-t-~~ ~(OV'tV1 9 QI

•

unofficial

' 1/IITT IF

'

1
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'tfld ~p n~ fOt"'\..r
c 01·
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c ampionship of the

•

-;iiiiiiiiiiiiiii• season .

MSU also finished first in the Hall of Fame

Relays at Marshall

and

other'nteA~'f:'~f /;~

•
•
•

Kentucky • • •

?:•

the Fairmont State Invitational .

Jv..su ~!;t fi 1"J~$

Stat~ 110~Eastern • • •

2

Kentucky, 97,..,.-W est Virginia 81,

each •

l MSu
Kasich

•

Bobby Jones and West Virginia distance runner Alex

ill•iiil• ••..+• le.•clrfor th~ost

Ala Jones,

a

yt{1uabl0

ack

seconds and won the triple jump with a leap of 44 feet,

l~ches .

•-ll and

'-...,'ttQ~;:;..

shuttle hurdle ..

a~

'41m. . . . . . . .~K
~a~
s!
i :c~
h~qualified for the NCAA Championships d!!lil. .9=:~mllm:;9!1:-.:.._.

by winning the 3-mile run in 13:43 .

•

~•+....i.tt~

freshman from Lexington , won the 100-yard dash in 9 . 6

He also was a • • • member of MSU' s winning 440 -yard rel.ay

•

,,

•

-

MSU
Track
2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-

•

J'aluable/
•

Kentucky was picked as the top /Most

ield,,lerformer.

He won the shot put

with a heave of

56 feet, 11 3/4 inches and took third place in the discus with a throw
of

•

,,

l oon Allshouse of

151 feet, 8 1/ 4 inches.

l MSU

broke three

••a

school

uring their

The Eagles set new marks in the 2-mile relay

irs

meet el~~~

(7:43.5)~~~440-yard

relay (:41 . 3 ~
~-••t•••a Freshman • • Eric Smith set a new discus

•

\..<\ \oo.tl /

mark of 158 feet, 3 3/ 4 inches ,j7
~.,...,o·J. .-f./
run ~ 29:54.7.

LMSU

•

~oJst'._.
7
Malone,

defending champion
Stadium/ a.+

•

•
•

•
•
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•
MOREHEAD , Ky . - -- Morehead State University ' s Weightlifting

•

Club is sponsoring a Power Lifting Contest Thursday, April 17 ,
at Wetherby Gymnasium.
The 5 p . m. event is open to a ll stude nts.

e

Admission is 50

cents .
Awards will be p r esented to the top thrPP. finishers in

•

each weight c l ass •
For more information , contact Ed Welsh , UPO 1257 , or call
783-2151.

•

•
•

•

•
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's baseball, tennis
and golf teams face Ohio Valley Conference competition this

•

weekend •
The baseball Eagles will attempt to rebound from a doubleheader
loss at Tennessee Tech last weekend by hosting Eastern Kentucky in

•

a noon twinbill on Saturday •
Coach Sonny Allen's team carries a three-game losing streak

•

into the games.

MSU dropped 3-1 and 9-5 decisions at Tennessee

Tech while EKU was splitting with East Tennessee.
"With two losses in conference play already, we are in a must

•

win situation," said Allen.

"To have a chance for the playoffs ,

we have to win our final four league games."
Coach George Sadler's tennis team ran its record to 7-1 with

•

an OVC split last week.

MSU lost to Tennessee Tech, 6-3 and

defeated East T ennessee, 5-4 in the first weekend of OVC play.

•

The Eagles meet Western Kentucky and Murray State this weekend
at Richmond.
Freshman Dave Chambers and John Vigar are unbeaten in college

•

play.

Both are 8-0 in singles and doubles competition .
Coach Ed Bignon's golfers finished fifth in the 10-team Mid-

South Classic in Clarksville, Te nn.

•

They will participate in the

Tennessee Tech Invitational this weekend.

#### 1111114141 ##
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
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606/783-3325

MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's football Eagles
conclude spring practice Tuesday, April 15, with the annual Blue-Gold
Scholarship Game at Jayne Stadium.

•

Admission to the 4 p.rn. intrasquad game is 25 cents.

All

proceeds go to MSU's chapter of the Fellowship of Christian Athletes.
"We have accomplished several things,"

•

s~id

Head Coach Roy Terry •

"Some of our positions have cleared up and we are pleased with the
overall progress. "

•

Terry Flowers has inherited the No. l quarterbacking spot •
Flowers, a junior from Dayton, Ohio, started the final two games last
season and has impressed Terry this spring •

•

"Flowers has improved a great deal," said Terry.

"He has gained

more confidence and feels at home in the game."

•

S~phomores

Phil Simms and Pete Jones also are in contention fnr

the quarterbacking job.
Defensively, Terry was pleased with the showing of the interior

•

line in the final scrimmage last we·ek.

Ends Ray Graham and Karl Hop

and tackle Emmitt Colston were singled out for superior efforts.
At least three players will miss the spring game because of

•

injuries.

Defensive end Joe Dillow and split ends Velmar Miller and

Jeff Spears are sidelined with minor physical problems, Terry

•

reported •
111111111111 II
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University Basketball Coach Jack

•

Schalow has announced the signing of three players to national lettersof-intent.

•

The Eagle recruits are 6-9 Steve Sable of Springfield, Ohio, 6-2
Paul LeMaster of Johnson Central and 6-3 Herbie Stamper of Knott County
Central.

•

Sahle, a center at Shawnee High School, averaged 20 points and 16
rebounds per game and blocked 101 shots during his senior season.

He

participated in the annual Dayton-Cincinnati All-Star game this spring.

e

He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Rolfe Sable of Springfield and played for
coach Dale McDonald.
LeMaster, a guard, averaged 17 points per game in leading the

•

Golden Eagles to the 15th Region title.

A first-team All-State pick,

he played for Coach Wendell Wallen at JCHS and is the son of Mr. and

•

Mrs. Paul LeMaster of Winn •
Stamper, a guard, was among the top scorers in the state during
his junior and senior seasons.

•

He led the Patriots to the 14th Region

championship and averaged 27.3 points per game.

Stamper, also a first-

team All-Stater, played for Coach George Francis at KCHS.

He is the

son of Mr. and Mrs. Herb Stamper of Brinkley.

•

Schalow also announced that Craig Morris, a 6-3 guard, had
transferred to MSU from Indiana University and will be eligible next
January.

•

He is a graduate of DeGraff, Ohio High School and will be a

junior in 1975-76.
"We are very pleased to have these players in our program," said

e

Schalow. " They all had outstanding high school careers and we look
forward to working with them in the future. "
4-14-75fh
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Last weekend's solid hitting and clutch
pitching kept Morehead State University's baseball Eagles alive in
the Ohio Valley Confe rence

~ce •.

MSU took a doubleheader from Eastern Kentucky, 11-1 and 12-6,
to run its spring ovc reco rd to 2-2.
Lefthander Tinker Chapman we nt the distance in the opener for
his sixth win of the season.

Mac Whitaker and Jim Schle mmer

hamme red three-run homers for the Eagles.
The second g ame saw the Eagles pound EKU pitching for nine
runs and nine hits in the first two innings.

Southpaw starter

Jim Duff t o ok the wi n to up hi s r ecord t o 4-2.
Earlier, MSU dropp e d a 14-10 d ec isio n to Xavier b u t rebounded
to win a pair from Lo uisv ille , 6-4 and 6 -3.
Coac h So nny Alle n's club close r egula r s e ason c o n fe r e nce play
this Saturday in a t winb i ll a t East Te n nessee .

###1111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University dropped a
baseball doubleheader at Marshall on Monday and lost the services
of two key players in the process.
First baseman Jim Schlemmer, a senior, broke his wrist in
a collision with a baserunner.

Rightfielder Greg Tucker, a

junior, suffered an eye injury when he was struck by a batted
ball in pre-game drills.
Coach Sonny Allen said Schlemmer definitely would be out for
the rest of the year and Tucker porbably would not return because
of the nature of his injury.
"Both were hitting over .300 and playing very well," said
... Allen, whose Eagles are battling for the Ohio Valley Con'f""rcuces s

E~stern Division title.

MSU travels ~n Rast Tennessee this

weekend for a crucial doubleheader •

•

#11111111##
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•
By Jack Kelley
MSU Student Journalist

•

FQr most kids starting out in sports competition, the usual
reason for participation is just to have fun.

But sometimes a n

athlete loses sight of the fun part.
However , there is an exception to that rule a t Morehead State
Unive r sity and he is high jumpe r Steve Schertzer .
Schertzer , or

11

Stoney 11 as he prefers t o be called , maintains

the only reason he got involved in track a n d field was for something
to do and just to have fun .
That was as an Upper Sandusky , Ohio , seventh grader and today
as a college fr eshman he still claims it i s his only motivation.
"When it stops being fun ," warns Schertzer, "that's when I
quit.

II

But who couldn ' t have fun being a winner?

And that's what he ' s

been since he started jumping at Upper Sandusky High.
As a young product of USHS track coach Gerald SWankhouse,
Schertzer quickly established himself statewide and nationally .
His credentials include the world's record for a 13-year old
set in 1970, the world's record for a 14-year old set in 1971 and
the Ohio high school high jump r ecord of 6 feet , 9 inches.
(MORE )

•
Steve Schertzer 2-2-2-2-2-2

•

Schertzer also has been the only athlete to place in the
Buckeye State High School meet four consecutive

•

year~winning

the

state title in his junior and senior seasons •
That's not bad for a guy who doesn ' t like to set goals for
himself.

•

"If you set goals and don't make it , " Schertzer says , "then
you ' ve failed . "

•

Stoney says he plans to "hang with high jumping" until it's not
fun any longer and then pursue a career in social work .
MSU track coach Buck Dawson says he doesn't care why Schertzer

•

•

•
•
•

•

competes as long as he does wel l •
"Winners are easy to coach ," said Dawson.

1111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The Morehead State University's spring
football practice ended this week with the annual Blue-Gold Grune.
Freshman quarterback Phil Simms teamed up with sophomore split
end Eddie Bishop for two fourth quarter touchdowns and a 17-7 win for
the Slue unit.
Simms, a product of Louisville Southern, completed 11 of 16
aerials for 180 yards and two touchdowns.

Bishop, a Pineville

resident had eight receptions for 141 yards and both TD's.
The Gold teazn scored on a four-yard pass from sophomore Terry
Flowers of Dayton, Ohio to freshman Jeff Spears of Jeffersonville,
Ohio.

Sophomore placekicker Laird Johnson of Fairfax, Va. booted

a 27-yard field goal for the Blues.
Defensive standouts were junior linebacker Jerry Spaeth of
Mason, Ohio, with 10 tackles and junior linebacker Ron French of
Louisville with eight.

#######
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The 2nd Annual Kentucky Women's Intercollegiate
Conference Track and Field Championships will be held Saturday at
Morehead State University.
Wilma Rudolph, winner of three gold medals in the 1960 Olympics,
will be a special guest for the day-long competition at MSU's Jayne
Stadium.
Seven teams will vie for the state women's title, including
Morehead State, Western Kentucky, Kentucky, Murray State, Eastern
Kentucky, Centre and Berea.
Field events start at 9 a.m. and track events at 10 a.m.
The meet is under the supervision of Becky Hudson, KWIC
commissioner.

Mrs. Elizabeth Sadler of Morehead is the meet director.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- For many young athletes the thought of
competing in the Olympic Games is sparked by seeing the international
event on television.

And the dream usually fades away with time.

But that is not the case for Morehead State University hurdler
Oscar Jones.
His dream of the Olympics started when he was a fifth grader
in Charleston, W. Va. and he has been working on it ever since.
"With encouragement and a lot of coaching from mother," he
explained, "I went out and made my own hurdles and began to practice."
During his high school career at Stonewall Jackson High in
Charleston, Jones not only gained state recognition but also became
nationally recognized during his junior year when he recorded the
fastest high school time in the nation in the low hurdles.
As a senior, under the guidance of Track Coach Charles Linkus,
Jones converted his talents to the high hurdles and tied the
Mountaineer state record.
Jones began his college track career at West Virginia State
College and broke the school record in the high hurdles in his first
season.

He also earned a spot on the All-West Virginia Conference

track team.
(MORE)

•
Oscar Jones 2-2-2-2-2

•

His coach at WVSC, A. L.

(Buck) Dawson, accepted the coaching

job at Morehead State and Jones decided to follow him.
During the transfer period, Jones sat on the sidelines and
watched the competition in the Ohio Valley Conference which he
refers to as the "Little Olympics."
"I really like the environment here at Morehead," Jones said,
"and it's a lot tougher competition."
Jones immediately gained national attention when he competed
in the Mason-Dixon games in Louisville earlier this year and finished
seventh among the nation's best in the high hurdles.

He also

participated in the NCAA Indoor National Meet.
Jones credits much of his success to his wife, Betty, whom he
calls his "No. 1 fan."
"She's a great inspiration," he says.
Jones plans eventually to teach physical education and coach
track.

But for now he wants to help MSU win the OVC title and get

himself ready for the Olympic trials.
"That dream just won't go away," he said.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The University of Kentucky women's track team
won six events here Saturday to capture the track and field championship
of the Kentucky Women's Intercollegiate Conference.
UK scored in all but two events to outpoint six other Kentucky
schools to win the title.
64~

Kentucky scored 76 points to Murray State's

and Morehead State's 42~.

Other finishers were Western Kentucky,

36; Eastern Kentucky, 16; Berea, 12; and Centre, 2.
Morehead State won six events and Murray State claimed four in the
day-long competition at Morehead State University's Jayne Stadium.
Ten KWIC records were broken and four individuals qualified for
the national championship meet of the Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics for Women, May 16-17 in Corvallis, Oregon.
Morehead State's Cindy Cunningham qualified in the 100-yard dash
with an :11.3 clocking in the morning trials.

Vickie Noger of Kentucky

{:25.6) and Sharolyn Shannon of Western Kentucky (:26.2) qualified in
the 220-yard dash.

Jenny Utz of Eastern Kentucky turned in a 2:22.8 in

the 880-yard run.
Record breakers in the meet were Kentucky's Karen Abrams in the
high jump (5-0); Morehead State's Julie Rice in the 440-yard dash
(:59.5); Lissa Moore of Murray State in the mile run (5:20.6) and
Debbie Ames of Morehead State in the shot put (37-6 3/4); Morehead
State's 440-yard relay team (:52.0); Kentucky's 880-yard medley relay
team {1:54.9) and Murray State's mile relay team (4:16.9).
(MORE)

women's track team 2-2-2-2-2
Noger and Utz set new records in the 220-yard dash and 880-yard
run, respectively, with their national qualifying times.
MSU broke five school records en route to its third place finish.
Freshman Julie Rice set new marks in the 220-dash {:26.7) and 440-dash
{:59.5).

Drema Little eclipsed the discus mark with a throw of 115

feet, 2 inches.

Debbie Ames created a new shot put record with a heave

of 37 feet, 6 3/4 inches.
Cunningham also broke the 100-yard dash mark, qualifying for the
/\IAW.

MSU's women participate Saturday in the Becky Boone Relays at
Eastern Kentucky.
~l 1111 IJ
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The official results show a

l~as

but

M~rehead

State University's men's track team won a moral victory last weekend in
a triangular meet at Western Kentucky.
Coach Buck Dawson's thinclads finished second to naticnal pcwer
Western Kentucky but finished ahead of regional foe Eastern Kentucky.
WKU ammassed 85 points to MSU's 61 and EKU's 33.
"We found out we can run with the class teams," said Dawson.

"In

the past we have always shied away from Western but our kids took the
fight to them."
The Eagles won five events in the 17-event affair.

Sophomore Mike

Marksbury won the shot put with a throw of 53 feet, 5 inches, a new
school record.
Freshman Steve Schertzer won the high jump with a leap of 6-7 and
Mike Kelley won the 440-yard hurdles with a :54.3 clocking.

Sprinters

Oscar Jones and Bobby Jones won the 220-yard and 100-yard dashes,
respectively.
"Our biggest weakness was in the distance events," said Dawson.
"We held our own in the sprints and field events but Western's distance
runners made the difference."
MSU participates this Saturday in the Marshall University Invitatimal
in Huntington,

w.

Va.

Following a dual meet at Eastern Kentucky on Mayt

MSU returns home to host Central state and Louisville on May 3.
Dawson also announced his Eagles will entertain Mid-American
Conference power Ohio University in a dual meet May 10 at Jayne Stadium .
4-22-75fh
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Morehead State University's surprising tennis

team is 11-4 after two weekend : losses in the Ohio Valley Conference.
Coach George Sadler's Eagles dropped meets to Austin Peay, 8-1,
and Middle Tennessee, 7-2.
"Our young players performed fairly well," said Sadler.

"But

Middle and Austin Peay were too strong."
Freshmen Robert Vigar and David Chambers continued their strong
play.

Vigar won singles matches against both schools and teamed with

Chambers for a doubles win against Middle Tennessee.
Vigar has posted a 13-2 mark in singles play and has combined
with fellow Englishman Chambe rs for a 13-2 mark in doubles.
"We have surprised some people this season, " said Sadler.
we still have a long way to go to rebuild our program."
MSU finished eighth in tennis in the OVC last year.
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Morehead State and Eastern Kentucky meet here

Saturday to decide the Ohio Valley Conference's Eastern Division
baseball title.
The 1 p.m. clash at Allen Field also will determine the Eastern
Division's representative in the ovc Championship series the following
weekend.
Morehead State reached the playoffs by sweeping a doubleheader at
East Tennessee on Monday.

The Eagles, behind the four-hit pitching of

lefthander Tinker Chapman blanked the Bucs, 8-0, in the opener and
outslugged them, 13-6, in the

nightc~p.

MSU completed spring conference play with a 4-2 mark while
Tennessee Tech and East Tennessee finished 3-3 and EKU was 2-4.
Eastern Kentucky reached the playoffs by winning the Eastern
Division's fall crown.
Morehead State will send either Chapman (7-3) or fellow-southpaw
Jim Duff (5-2) to the mound for the single game.

Chapman and Duff

combined for a doubleheader sweep over EKU earlier this spring.
The Eastern Division champ hosts Western Division titlist Murray
State next weekend for the league title and a trip to the NCAA
Regional.
11111111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky. _--- Morehead State Unive.rsity' s baseball Eagles
lost the Ohio Valley Conference's Eastern Division title last weekend
but rebounded Monday to split a doubleheader with Kentucky.
Coach Sonny Allen's Eagles

drop~ed

an 8-7 verdict to Eas tern

Kentucky Sunday in the OVC's Eastern Divis ion playoff.
MSU built a 4-3 lead after six innings only to have the Colonels
score three times in the seventh and twice in the eighth to clinch
the divisional crown.
"We missed the injured players, " said Allen in reference to
)

first bas eman Jim Schlemmer and outfielder Greg Tucker.

"We had a

couple of opportunities to win the game but couldn't come up with
the big hit.

II

Lefthander Tinker Chapman , now 7-4, took the los s while Dennis
Barbour, the second of three EKU hurlers,' won his first _game of the
year.
On Monday, Kirk Hudson belted a pair of two-run homers and Jim
Duff pitched the Eagles to an 8-4 win over UK in the opener.

However,

Billy Fouch slugged a home run l e ading off the bottom of the 12th
inning to

giv~

the Wildcats a 6-5 win in the nightcap.

MSU's doubleheader with Marshall on Tuesday was rained out and
the Eagles finished the year with a 26-19 mark, including a 15-11
slate this spring.
"We have a lot of young players, " said Alle n.

" I firmly believe

we will be knocking on the door of the playoffs again next season. "
Four seniors ended their MSU careers this season, including
pitchers Dan Gadlage and Randy Cordial, third baseman Gary Ferguson
and Schlemmer.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's football team
has elected tri-captains for the 1975 season.
They are senior defensive ends Joe Dillow of Flatwoods and
Ray Graham of Danville and junior tight end Keith Mescher of
Lebanon, Ohio.
Dillow made 61 tackles and assisted on 31 others last season.
He recovered two fumbles and received honorable mention in All-Ohio
Valley Conference balloting.
Graham made 29 tackles and assisted on 22 others.

He is

serving as president of MSU's chapter of the Fellowship of Christian
Athletes.
Mescher was ~ first-team All-OVC pick and was the team's top
pass receiver with 36 catche s for 542 y~rds and three touchdowns.
1111111111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's track team
continued its impr e ssive spring showing last weekend by winning
the Marshall University Invitational.
The Eagles rolled up 179 points to outdistance eight other
schools.
82, West

0ther team scores were Eastern Kentucky 143, Marshall
~virgin ia

Wesleyan 47, West Liberty 30, West Virginia State

28, Rio Grande 20, West Virginia University 17 and Fairmont State

MSU's Bobby Jon es , a freshman from Lexington, was selected
as the meet's most outstanding athlete in track events.

He

scored 40 points by winning the 100-yard dash in 10.0 seconds , the
220-yard dash in 22.0 seconds and the long jump at 22 feet , 2 inches
The Eagles won seven events e n route to their fifth meet
title of the spring.

Other individual winners at Marshall were

Oscar Jones in the 120-yard hurdles, David Howell in the 440-yard
hurdles , George Solley in the triple jump and MSU's 440-yard
relay _team. •.
"We had a good overall effort ," said MSU Coach Buck Dawson.
"But we also probably had a bit of a mental letdown after last
weekend 's emotional meet at Western Kentucky."
The Eagles visit Eastern Kentucky for a dual meet on Thursday
night and entertain Central State Saturday at 1 p.m.

#######
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Rowan County and Fleming County open the
annual Eastern Kentucky Conference baseball tournament Monday
at Morehead State University.
The two-day, eight-team tournament will be played at MSU's
Allen Field.
Rowan county and Fleming County open play at 10 a.m. with
Lewis County and Menifee County scheduled at noon.
Afternoon action sends University Breckinridge against East
Carter at 2 p.m. and West Carter faces Salyersville at 4 p.m.
The semi-finals and finals are scheduled Tuesday.

Semi-finals

b egin a t 10 a.m. and the finals at 3 p.m.
Denzi l Dennis of University Breckinridge is the tournament manager.
111111 fl ll 11 1111111111
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(Special to Springfield Sun)

MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Springfield Shawnee High School star Steve
Sahle will play his college basketball at Morehead State University .
Sable, a 6 - 9 center, was signed by MSU Head Coach Jack Schalow
and Assistant Coach Jimmy Russell.
"We feel Steve is one of the best big men we saw this season,"
said Schalow.

"We are very impressed with his mobility inside and

his ability to clear the outlet pass."
Sahle averaged 20 points and 16 rebounds during his senior
season and participated in the annual Dayton-Cincinnati All-Star Game.
"Steve has excellent timing around the basket," said Schalow.
"That fact is proven by his 101 blocked shots."
The Eagle coaching staff expects Sahle to move into the starting
lineup next season .
"We lost our center to graduation and needed someone who could
come right in , " said Schalow.

"We think Steve has the ability to

become an outstanding center with hard work and determination."
Schalow also has announced the signing of Paul LeMaster , a 6-2
guard from Johnson Central High School and 6-3 guard Herbie Stamper
of Knott County Central High School. Both players led their
respective teams to the Kentucky State High School Tournament.
(MORE)

Steve Sahle 2-2-2-2-2

LeMaster led the Golden Eagles to the 15th Region title and
Stamper led the Patriots to the 14th Region crown.

Stamper averaged

27 points per game and was a unanimous All-State pick.

LeMaster,

another All-Stater, averaged 17 points and was selected as the 15th
Region representative in the East-West All Star game this surruner.
Stamper will represent the 14th Region.
Craig Morris, a 6-5 guard, has transferred to MSU from Indiana
University.

He started three games for the Hoosiers in the 1973-74

season before enrolling at Morehead State.
Morris is a graduate of DeGraff (0.) High School and will be a
junior this season at MSU.
Joe Stepp, a 6-6 guard-forward from Inez, Ky., has transferred
from Ohio State.

He was among the top scoring players in the nation

as a high school senior with a 34-point average.
The Eagles turned in a 13-13 record last season in Schalow's
first campaign.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's fourth annual
tennis camp convenes June 1 for young persons and July 20 for
adults.
The camp is conducted by MSU Head Tennis Coach George Sadler.
Purposes of the camp are to promote tennis in
schools

t~e

public

and to encourage adults to participate in a lifetime

sport.
The first session opens June 1 for persons 8 thru 17.

An

adult camp starts July 20 for those 18 and older.
Participants may stay ·on campus or commute for the daily
sessions.

Regular campers pay $60 and commuters pay $25. Tuition

includes instruction, housing and three meals daily for regular
campers.
Additional information is available from Coach George Sadler,
MSU, Morehead, Ky.

40351.
####
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Two one-week sessions of Morehead State
University's All-Sports Camp are scheduled this summer.
The camp for girls opens June 22 and the boys start July 6.
Open to all between the ages of 8 and 16, the camp is under the
direction of MSU Head Football coach Roy Terry .
Tuition is $75 for regular campers.
housing and meals.

The fee include s

instructio ~

Commuting students pay $45.

Campers receive individualized instruction

in one major sport

and two minor sports.
Major sports for boys indlude football, baseball, track and
field, basketball, athletic student management and horsemanship.
Girls may choose from basketball, track and field, volleyball,
cheerleading and horsemanship.
Boys may select minor sports from tennis, horsemanship, swimmin~
basketball, track and fi e ld, volleyball and bowling.

Minor sports

for g irls are tennis, swi mming, volle yball, track and field, bowling
and horsemanship.
One purpose of the camp is to allow maximum public use of MSU's
athletic, housing and dining faciliti e s.
Camp applications and additional information is available from
Coach Roy Terry, All-Sports camp, MSU, More head, Ky.

#######
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MOREHEAD, · Ky. --- Seven regional high schools will converge
on Morehead State University Thursday , May 8, for the annual
Eastern Kentucky Conference Track Meet .

•

The
Stadium.

•

day~long

competition starts at 9:30 a.m. in MSU's Jayne

Sixteen events are scheduled.

Compe~i~g

will be boys and girls teams from University

Breckinridge, Rowan County, Menifee County, West Carter, East
Carter , Fleming County and Elliott County .

•
•

Dienzel Dennis of University Breckinridge is the meet ·
director and UBS is serving as host school.
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MOREH.EAD, Ky --- For the fifth strai ght summer, Morehead
will offer basketball camps for boys between the ages of 8 and 18.
The camps will be directed by MSU Head Basketball Coach Jack
Schalow.

The first one-week session starts June 22.

Another begins

June 29.
The

.PUrpos·~

of the camp is to offer individual instruction in

the fundamentals of basketball.

Members of the MSU coaching

staff serve as camp instructors .
TUition for one session is. $90.

The fee includes all . .

instruction, housing, meals and insura.hce.
All practices and games are p1ayed in MSU's Wetherby Gymnasium.
Additional information and application forms are available
from Coach J Qck Schalow, MSU Basketball Camp, Morehead, Ky
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Following wins in two dual meets last week,
Morehead State University's track team is preparing to host Ohio
University this Saturday.
Coach Buck Dawson's thinclads meet OU at noon at Jayne Stadium •

•

The Eagles defeated Eastern Kentucky, 85-61, and Central State,
97-38, in last week's action.
At EKU, the Eagles broke one school record and tied two others.
Freshman Bobby Jones of Lexington tied the mark in the 100-yard
dash with a clocking of 9.4 seconds and sophomore Oscar Jones tied
the record in the 120-yard hurdles with 14.l seconds.
broke MSU's long jump mark with a leap of

Bobby Jones

23-7~ ~

MSU continued its assault on the record books by winning 13
of 16 events in the dual meet with Central State.

Freshman Kelvin

Kelley topped the school record in the 880-yard run with a time of
1:51.9.
throw of

Freshman Eric Smith broke his own discus 1eeord with a
158-6~.

"OUr young people are really coming through for us," said
Dawson.

"We are peaking for the Ohio Valley Conference championships

at Eastern next weekend."
11111111111111111111n
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•
MOREHEAD,Ky.

•

--- Three sessions of Morehead State University's

fourth annual Golf Camp are scheduled this summer •
Coach Ed Bignon will direct the one-week camps.

Boys are

scheduled June 8-13 and June 15-20 and girls are booked June 22-27.

•

Joining Bignon on the camp staff are Skip Welch, club
professional at the Bobby Nichols Golf Course in Louisville, and
PGA touring professional Jim Ferriell.
Cart"p tuition is $110, including a $20 deposit submitted with
the application.
The camp is open to all between 10 and 18 years of age .
Additional information and application forms are available
from Ed Bignon, Box 253, Morehead, Ky . 40351.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The Morehead Regional High School Track Meet
will be conducted Tuesday, May 13, and Wednesday, May 14, at Morehead
State University.
Class A competition will involve 21 schools on Tuesday and 10
Class AA schools compete Wednesday.
The top two finishers in each event advance to the State
Championships May 23-24 at We stern Kentucky University.
Competition begins at 10 a.m. each morning with 16 events
scheduled for boys and girls.
Class A schools participating include Allen Central, Bath County,
Betsy Layne, Elkhorn City, Elliott County, Fairview, Fleming county,
Holy Family, Johns Creek, Lewis County, Millard, Morgan County,
Mullins, Paintsville, Pikevi lle, Raceland, Rowan County, University
Breckinridge, Virgie, West Carter and Wheelwright.
Class AA schools entered are Belfry, Boyd County, East Carter,
Greenup County, Johnson Central, Mason County, Montgomery County,
Ashland Paul Blazer, Prestonsburg and Russell.
111111111111
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(Special to the Lexington Herald)

MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Bobby Jones wasted little time in putting his
name in the Morehead State University Track and Field Record Book.
The f reshrnan from Lexington Lafayette High School has clocked
9.4 seconds in the 100-yard dash to tie the school mark and leaped
23-7 3/ 4 in the long jump to eclipse the record.

Both efforts came

in an 85-61 dual meet win over Eastern Kentucky last week.

His time

in the 100-yard dash ties the best in the OVC this spring.
The Eagles have captured four invitational championships this
spring, inclu ding the Hall of Fame Relays at Marshall University, the
Fairmont State Invitational, the MSU Invitational the the Marshall
Invitational.
Jones was selected as the outstanding track performer at Fairmont,
MSU and Marshall.

He also won the award at the indoor Ashland Coll ege

Relays.
" Bobby is an outstanding sprinter," said MSU Coach Buck Dawson.
" He has the ability to become one of the best in the country ."
In addition to the records in the 100-yard dash and long jump,
Jones is the lead man on MSU's 440-yard relay team which set a new
school mark earlier this season with a :41.3 mark.
(MORE)

Bobby Jones 2-2-2-2-2

Jones established three MSU indoor marks during the winter .

He

turned in a 6.1 in the 60-yard dash, a 23-5 in the long jump and a

49-2 in the triple jump.

He participated in the Mason-Dixon Games

and qualified for the NCAA National Indoor Meet.
"Bobby is a coach's dream," said Dawson.

"He is very coachable

and wants to learn. "
Jones will lead Morehead State into the Ohio Valley Conference
Championship Meet May 16 and 17 at Eastern.

MSU will attempt to

climb from the OVC's track cellar.
"We have the nucleus of a sound team, " said Dawson.
will find out for sure next weekend."
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- To say East Carter High School is glad to
be a member of the Eastern Kentuck y Conference is an understatement.
The Raiders defeated Rowan County, 6-3, for the baseball
championship of the EKC last tuesday and claimed their fourth straight
title.
Rowan County opened the tournament at Morehead State University's
Allen Field with a 9-4 win over Fleming County and Lewis County defeated
Menifee County, 4-1.
The Vikings had to come from behind for a 6-5 win to hand Lewis
County only its third loss of the season.
East Carter had two five-run innings in a 10-3 wi? over Universit y
Breckinridge and Salyersville kept West Carter winless with an 8-4
decis i on.

East Carte r f e il behind 1-0 in t h e semi-fina l s but limite d

Saylorsville to only three hits in a 4-1 victory.
11111111 11 11111111 11
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(Special to the Morehead News)

Morehead State captured 12 of 16 events last weekend to double
the score on Ohio University in a dual track meet at MSU's Jayne
Stadium.
Coach Buck Dawson's thinclads roared to a 92-46 win over the
Bobcats in the final action before this week's Ohio Valley Conference
Championship at Eastern Kentucky University.
Two sets of brothers teamed together to run MSU's best time this
season in the mile relay .

Jerry and Steve Wyche combined with Mike

and Kelvin Kelley to clock a 3:18.1.
MSU's Oscar Jones won the 120-yard hurdles in 14.6 seconds and
and freshman Bobby Jones won the 100-yard dash in 9.9 seconds.
The Eagles swept the first three places in the 220-yard dash.
Jerry Wyche ran a 21.6 to tie his best time of the year.

Bobby Jones

was second with 21.9 and Oscar Jones was third at 22.5.
"It was a total team effort," said Dawson.

"We won 11 individual

events and 11 different people were winners. "
Dawson ran his career mark to 4-0 in dual meets in two seasons
at MSU.
111111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's spring sports teams
are preparing for the Ohio Valley Conference Championships this weekend

•

at Eastern Kentucky University •
MSU's track, golf and tennis teams will compete for OVC t i tle s
in the annual two-day event.
Coach Buck Dawson's track team carry MSU's best hopes in recent
years into the meet.

The Eagle s have claimed four invitational titles

and posted three dual meet wins this season to qualify as a darkhorse
contender.
Dawson's thinclads warmed up for the

ovc

meet by besting Ohio

University, 92-46. in a dual meet last weekend.

The Eagles won 12 of

16 events.
"Hope·fully, we are peaking this week, " said Dawson.

"But we know

we are competing in one of the top track confere nces in the nation."
MSU's tennis team takes an 11-5 mark into the
open singles play in fifth place in the standings.

ovc.

The Eagles

Englishmen Dave

Chambers and Robert Vigar carry a 14-2 doubles record into the tourney.
Vigar also is 14-2 in singles and Chambers is 12-4.
MSU's golf team is coming off a second place finish in the Eastern
Kentucky Invitational.

Coach Ed Bignon's linksmen were fourth in the

Tennessee Tech Invitational.
II II 11111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University Head Basketball Coach
Jack Schalow has announced the signing of a junior college forward as
MSU's fifth recruit.
Andre Jones, a 6-5 product of Broward North Community College in
Pompano Beach, Fla., has signed to play for the Eagles.
He averaged 18 points and 12 rebounds as a freshman at BNCC last
season and will have three seasons of eligibility at MSU.
Jones was named a high school All-American in both football and
basketball at Pahokee, Fla., High School and was selected three years
on the All-Area Academic team.

He participated in the annual Florida

High School All-Star Game in 1973.
"He is the type forward we need," said Schalow.

"He has

excellent quickness, good leaping ability and a terrific attitude."
Jones joins 6-9 Steve Sable of Springfield, Ohio, 6-3 Herbie
Stamper of Knott County Central, 6-2 Brad LeMaster of Johnson Central
and 6-5 Craig Morris, a transfer from Indiana, on the MSU recruit
list.
11111111 II II
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(Special to Morehead News)

•
All youngsters between the ages of 10 and 16 are invited
to attend a free golf clinic each Saturday at 10 a.m. at the
Morehead State University Golf Course, starting May 24.
The clinics will be conducted by course professional Ed
Bignon.
Golfers must provide their own clubs.

11111111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- With freshmen and sophomores leading the
way, Morehead State University's track team claimed second place
last weekend in the Ohio Valley Conference.

•

Coach Buck Dawson's thinclads finished with 97 points, a gain
of 82 points from last season's last place showing.
Western Kentucky won its 12th consecutive title with 173 points
MSU outdistanced Austin Peay for the second spot.
"They say finishing second is like kissing your sister," said
Dawson.

"But this time I'll be glad to take it."

MSU finished last in 1973 and 1974 and the second place finish
is the best since 1957.
Thirteen athletes were responsible for MSU 1 s scoring and all
return next year.

Seven sophomores, five freshmen and one junior

comprise the MSU nucleus for the future.
Freshman Bobby Jones and sophomore Oscar Jones earned positions
on the All-OVC team by virtue of winning individual events.
leaped 25 feet,

2~

Bobby

inches to take the long jump and Oscar won the

220-yard dash in 21.6 seconds.

Bobby's effort qualified him for

the NCAA Outdoor Meet in Provo, Utah on June 5-7.
The Eagles established five new ach9ol marks during the twoday meet at Eastern Kentucky.

Junior Glen Oskin finished second

in the javelin with a throw of 205 feet, 3 inches.

Mike Marksbury

was third in the shot put with a heave of 54 feet, 1/4 inches.
Kelvin Kelley finished third in the 880-yard run in 1:51.5.

Oscar

Jones clocked 14 seconds flat to take second in the 120-yard hurdles.
(MORE)

MSU Track
2-2-2-2-2

"In all, we broke seven school records and tied two others

•

this season." said Dawson.

"That's not bad for a team of

youngsters."
Bobby Jones, in addition to winning the long jump, finished
fourth in the triple jump (48 feet, 4 inches) fourth in the 220-yard
dash (21.8 seconds); and third in the 100-yard dash (9.4 seconds).
The freshman from Lexington set new MSU marks in the triple jump
and long jump and tied the record for the 100-yard dash.
Oscar Jones, a sophomore from Charleston, W. Va. was fourth
in the 100-yard dash with a time of 9.5 seconds.
Other MSU scorers were Steve Schertzer, third in the nigh jump,

(6 feet, 7 inches), George Solley, third in the long jump (23 feet,
2~ inches); Marlon Burns,

sixth in the 100-yard dash (9.6 seconds);

Mike Kelley, second
in the 440-yard hurdles (52.8 seconds); Jerry
,.
Wyche, sixth in the 220-yard dash

(22.2 seconds); Harry Wooddell,

fifth in the pole vault (14 feet, 6 inches); Eric Smith, si~th
in the discus,

(149 feet, 10 inches) and Steve Wyche, fifth in the

440-yard dash (47.9 inches)
5-19-?Sfh
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
1975 Final Spring Sports scoreboard
BASEBALL

(15-11)

MSU 9-7, Taylor 2-0
Louisville 15-16, MSU 7-9
Ohio U. 10, MSU 0
MSU 13-14, Brown 4-12
Tennessee 3-9, MSU 1- 5
Xavier 14 , MSU 10
MSU 6-b, Louisville 4-3
MSU 11-12, Eastern Ky . 1-6
Marshall 4-7, MSU 1-6
MSU 15-14, Hanover 8-13
MSU 9, Hanover 1
MSU 8-13, East Tennessee 0-6
MSU 5-3, Morris Harvey 0-8
Eastern Kentucky 8 , MSU 7
(OVC East Div. Playoff)
MSU 8-5, Kentucky 4-6

TENNIS

(11-5 }

.MSU 8, Morris Harvey 1
MSU 9, Marshall 0
MSU 9, Taylor 0
MSU 9, Centre 0
MSU 8, Marshall l
MSU 8, Henry Ford CC 1
Tennessee Tech 6, .MSU 3
.MSU 5, East Tennessee 4
MSU 7, Louisville 2
MSU 9, Pikeville 0
Western Kentucky 8, MSU 1
MSU 6, .Murray State 3
MSU 6, Louisville 3
Austin Peay 8, MSU 1
Middle Tennessee 7, MSU 2
Eastern Ky . 6, MSU 3
OVC Championships (6th of 8)

TRACK

(3-0)

Hall of Fame Relays (lst of 5)
Fairmont State Invitational (lst of A)
MSU Invitational (1st of 8)
.MSU 112~, Ashland 63, Malone 39~,
Marshall 36 & Wes t Liberty 19
Western Ky. 85, MSU 61 , Eastern }{y.33
Marshall Invitational (1st of 9)
MSU 84, Eastern Kentucky 61
MSO 97, Central State 38
MSU 92, Ohio University 46
ave Championships (2nd of 8)

Kentucky Intercollegiate (9th of 15)
EKU colonel Classic (13th of 19)
Mid-South Classic (5th of 10)
Tennessee Tech Invitational (4th of
12)
Eastern Kentucky Invitational (2nd
of 14)
OVC Championships (4th of 8)

WOMEN'S TRACK

(1-0)

MSU 64, Eastern Ky. 47, Berea 17
Western Ke ntucky Invitational (3rd
of 4)
MSU 63, Eastern Kentucky 59
KWIC Championships (3rd of 7)
Becky Boone Relays (14th of 24)

TENNIS INDIVIDUAL RESULTS
Tony Morean 11-5, Dave Chambers 12-5, Bob Vigar 14-3, Steve Erickson
10-8, Bill Spell 8-9, Dave Emery 8-9, Paul McElwain 0-1.
DOUBLES
Vigar-Chambers 16-2, Spell-Erickson 9-8, Emery-Morean 9-7,
Emery-.McElwain 0-1.

5-19-75
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Fr~~hm.en

Robert Vigar and Dave Chambers

have become Morehead State University's first Ohio Valley Conference
tennis champions •

•

The Englishmen share the No. 2 doubles title with Middle
Tennessee's Lasse Durchman and Doug Baxter.

The tie resulted

from two days of rain at the OVC finals.
Vigar and Chambers defeated Western Kentucky's Bjorn Odengren
and Jerry Nixon, 6-4, 6-4, in the first round of doubles.

They

-

beat Tom Lie and Del Purcell of Murray State, 6-1, 6-1 in the
semi-finals.

MSU Finished sixth in the overall tennis standings, an
improvement of two positions over 1974.
MSU lost five of six first-round singles matches with Steve
Erickson picking up the only win.

He beat Jim Lukeman of Murray

State 6-0, 6-2, to reach the semi-finals.

######
5-20-75fh
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University ' s golf t eam closed
the season with a fourth place finish in the Ohio Valley
Conference .
Junior Eddie Mudd of Louisville earned All-OVC laurels by
finishing in a tie for fifth place in the individual competition .
He shot a 225 for the 54-hola tourney.
The Eaglss registered a team score of 1155 to finish 29 strokes
behind champion Eastern Kentucky.
John Baas shot MSU' s best individual round with a 72 and
finished with a 54-hole total of 229.
each shot 235.

5-20-75fh

Jim Thomas and Ross Smith

Wes Martin had a 238 and Greg Palmer 241.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Doug Vance, sports information director at
Austin Peay State University, has been elected president of the
Ohio Valley Conference Sports Information Directors Association.
Vance succeeds Jim Freeman of Middle Tennessee as president.
He was elected to the post at the annual OVCSIDA business
meeting during the OVC's spring sports championships.
Vance attended Eastern Kentucky University before joining the
staff of the Frankfort State Journal.

He became the SID at Austin

Peay in 1973.
He is & member of the Football Writers of America, United
States Basketball Writers Association, The National Collegiate
Baseball Writers and the College Sports Information Directors
Association.
He is married to the former Sue Wolfer of Hillsboro, Ohio.
They have a son, Cory.
11111111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's spring sports
teams closed the 1974-75 athletic year last weekend in the Ohio
Valley Conference Championships at Richmond.
Coach Buck Dawson's track team was the surprise of the league
in climbing from eighth place to second.

It was MSU's best finish

since 1957.
Bobby Jones and Oscar Jones received All-OVC laurels by winning
their respective events.

Bobby Jones, a freshman from Lexington,

won the long jump with a leap of 25 feet,
a sophomore from Charleston,

w.

2~

inches and Oscar Jones,

Va., won the 220-yard dash in 21.6

seconds.
MSU established five records during the two-day meet.

The

Eagles erased seven school marks during the season and tied two
others.
MSU's tennis team finished sixth in the final standings but
Englishmen Robert Vigar and David Chambers were co-champions at
No. 2 doubles.

Vigar and Chambers reached the finals by beating

teams from Western Kentucky and Murray State.
were cancelled by rain.

However, the finals

Vigar and Chambers are MSU's first tennis

champions in OVC history.
The golf team finished fourth in the 54-hole tournament.
Junior Eddie Mudd of Louisville tied for sixth in the individual
standings with a 225.

He will represent MSU on the All-OVC team.
11111111 " 1111
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
1975-76 Basketball Outlook
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Any resemblance between this season's Morehead
State University basketball team and last year's squad is purely
coincidental.
The Eagles will rely on eight movements to improve on last year's
13-13 mark and fifth place finish in the Ohio Valley Conference.

Head Coach Jack Schalow enters his second season with a crop of
transfers and freshmen.
Heading the list of newcomers are Kentucky All-State piaks
Herbie Stamper and Brad LeMaster and All-Ohio selection Steve Sable.
The 6-3 Stamper was one of the Bluegrass State's top scorers
last season at Knott County Central High School and was a unanimous
All-State pick.

LeMaster, voted the top player in the 15th Region,

won All-State laurels at Johnson Central High School.

Both players

led their teams to the State High School Tournament and participated
in the annual East-West All-Star Game.
Sable, a 6-9 product of Springfield Shawnee High School, led
his team to the Ohio quarter-finals.

He is expected to fill the void

left by the graduation of center George Williams.
Transfers Joe Stepp, Craig Morris, Tyrone Campbell, Steve Dodd
and Andre Jones will be counted on for leadership.
(MORE)

basketball outlook 2-2-2-2-2
Stepp, a 6-5 guard, came from Ohio State and is a former star
at Warfield (Ky.) High School.

He was among the top scorers in the

nation as a senior with a 34-point average.
Morris, a 6-5 guard-forward, switched from Indiana University.
He is a graduate of DeGraff (0.) High Sphool and is noted for his
defensive ability.
Campbell is a former star at Louisville Central High School and
Dodd, a former standout at Ashland Paul Blazer, transferred from .
Marshall.
Jones, a 6-5 forward, is transferring from Broward Community
College North and is a former high school All-American at Pahokee
(Fla.) High School.
Morris, Campbell and Dodd will miss the first two games of the
season because of eligibility limitations.
Top returnees from last year include sophomore guard Mike
Russell and senior Tony Hopson.
Schalow•s biggest task will be to replace starters Arch Johnson,
Ted Hundley and George Williams.

The trio combined for nearly 45

points and 25 rebounds per game last season.
111111 II 111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University Athletic Director
Sonny Moran has announced a 10-garne football schedule for 1975.
Coach Roy Terry's Eagles open the season Sept. 20 at Marshall
University and close Nov. 22 at home against arch-rival Eastern
Kentucky.
In addition to the seven Ohio Valley Conference games and
Marshall the Eagles also meet Youngstown State University and the
University of Akron.
YSU returns to the schedule after an absence of six years and
Akron is meeting MSU for the first time in football.
The home schedule features Akron and OVC foes Middle Tennessee,
Austin Peay, East Tennessee and Eastern.
Austin Peay is the Homecoming opponent on Oct. 11.
The complete schedule:
Sept. 20

At Marshall

7: 30 p .m •. EDT

Sept. 27

MIDDLE TENNESSEE

7:30 p.m. E1'T

Oct. 4

At Murray State

2:00 p.m. CDT

Oct. 11

AUSTIN PEAY
(Homecoming)

2:30 p .m. EDT

Oct. 18

At Youngstown State

1:30 p .m. EDT

Oct. 25

At Tennessee ' Tech

1:30 P .m. CDT

Nov. 1

At Western Kentucky

1:00 p .m. CST

Nov. 8

EAST TENNES SEE

2:00 p .m. EST

Nov. 15

AKRON

2:00 p.m. EST

Nov. 22

EASTERN KENTUCKY

2:00 p.m. EST

5-22-75fh
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University continues to
collect track honors in the Ohio Valley Conference.
Coach A. L. {Buck) Dawson has been named "coach of the year"
by the OVC coaches and freshman Bobby Jones was tabbed as
"trackrnan of the year.

11

Dawson won identical honors five times at West Virginia
State College and is the first MSU coach to be honored by the
OVC in track.
Jones won the long jump, finished third in the 100-yard dash
and fourth in both the triple jump and 220-yard dash in the OVC
meet.

He is MSU's first

ovc

"trackman of the year."

Bobby Jones and sophomore Oscar Jones will compete in the
NCAA Outdoor Track and Field Championships June 5-7 in Provo, Utah.
11111111111111111111 ##
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Kentucky's eight best high school baseball
teams converge on Morehead State University next week for the 35th
State High School Baseball Tournament.
The four-day event, sponsored by the Kentucky High School
Athletic Association, will be held at MSU's Allen Field.
First round action opens Monday at 2 p.m. with Ashland Paul
Blazer meeting defending state champion Somerset.

Louisville

St. Xavier and Newport Catholic tangle at 4 p . m.
Christian County and Elizabethtown meet at 2 p.m. tuesday
with Lexington Tate s Creek and Grayson County schelaled at 4 p.m.
Semi-finals are

sch~duled

Wednesday at 2 p.m. and 4 p.m.

The championship game is s e t for Thursday at 2 p.m.
Two members of last year's eight- team field return.

Defending

titlist Somerset will attempt to become only the third team ever
to win back-to-back titles.

Newport turned the trick in 1940 and

1941 and Ashland won three straight crowns in 1966-67-68.

Elizabethtown, a semi-finalist last year, returns after
winning the title in 1970.
The tournament is being conducted by KHSAA Commissioner
J. B. Mansfield and his staff.

MSU Baseball Coach Sonny Allen

is the field manager.
11111111111111
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--- A field which includes five former state

champions is set· for the Kentucky High School Baseball Tournament
opening Monday at Morehead State University.
The five past champs have combined to win 13 titles.
Louisville St. Xavier and Newport Catholic each have won four
crowns.

St. X won its last championship in 1951 and Newport

Catholic won the last time in 1956.
Ashland Paul Blazer has three titles in 1966-67-68.

Single

winners are Elizabethtown, 1970, and Somerset, 1974.
The four-day t o urnament opens Monday at 2 p.m. at MSU's Allen
Field.

In the opening game, defending champion Somerset (17-2)

sends righthander Jim Upchurch (6-1) against Ashland Paul Blazer
(16-3).

The Tomcats will start either Jim Harkins (4-1) or Jody

Hamilton (4-1).
St. Xavier (30-5) will send Willie Yates (8-0) against Newport
Catholic in the second game at 4 p.m.

NCHS will counter with

righthander Ken Wilfong (8-3).
In Tue sday' s first game, Christian County (19-11) meets
Elizabe thtown (26-7).
Noffsinge r

The Colonels will start righthander Ron

(S-2) in their first state tourne y appe arance.

E-town

will send either Curtis Wright (8-1) or Tim Brandenburg (3-0) to
the mound.
Lexington Tate s Creek (24-1) will start Billy Knight (9-0)
cgainst Grayson County (36-11) at 4 p.m.

Grayson County, a newly-

consolidated school, will counter with either Billy Cann (7-3) or
Charlie Embry (7-3).
(MORE)

High School Baseball
2-2-2-2

Semi-final action begins at 2 p.m. Wednesday with the upper
bracket winners.

The lower bracket semi-finals are scheduled

at 4 p.m.
The championship game is Thursday at 2 p.m.
The tournament, under the direction of the Kentucky High
School Athletic Association, is being held at MSU for the second
straight year.
Umpires are Pete Mattingly of Louisville, Charles Joseph of
Ft. Knox, John (Scoop) Brown of Lexington, Jamie Washer of Paducah,
Dick Urlage of Ft. Thomas, Kenneth Ashley of Somerset, Richard
Strain of Elizabethtown and Bob Crager of Ashland.
Tickets for the tournament will be available at the gate.
Admission is $1.50 for adults and one dollar for students.
111111111111
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TO SPORTSWRITERS, BROADCASTERS, SCOUTS & OTHER VISITORS:
Welcome to Allen Field and the campus of Morehead State University
for the 1975 Kentucky High School State Baseball Tournament. We are
pleased to have you visit the campus and hope that you will return often.
STATION ID BANNERS
Station identification banners will be permitted at Allen Field.
Please do not obstruct vision, but feel free to secure the banner in
your assigned space.
STATISTICS
Enclosed are official, in-depth rosters and season statistics for
all eight teams in the tournament. In addition, MSU will provide a
typed play-by-play account of each game, including a full box score.
Official summaries of each game will be available approximately 15
minutes after the game.
REFRESHMENTS
Your official state tournament press pass entitles you to free
refreshments from the concession stand at the main entrance to the
stadium. Refreshments will also be available in the press box area.
PHOTOGRAPHS
Representatives of the news media will be allowed to shoot pictures
from the top of the dugouts. Your pass is your admission ticket to the
dugout area.
INTERVIEWS
If you request, attempts will be made to secure I<HSAA personnel or
MSU staff for interviews during the tournament. Please contact a
member of the sports information staff as soon as possible regarding
your plans.
PHONES AND TELECOPIERS
All phones in the press box area will be available for newspaper
use following the day's events. MSU's office of sports information
has one telecopier available and it will be issued on a first-come,
first-served basis. A member of the SID's staff will be available to
any media representative in filing stories.

l .
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The Department of Health, Physical

E~ucation

and Recreation at Morehead State University is offering a "Learn
to Swim" course this summer.
The course, open to all y oungsters b e twe en the ages of six and
14, will be offered in three, two-week sessions.
The first session opens June 16 and closes June 27.
sessions begin June 30 and July 14.

Other

The hour-long classe s begin

at 2 p.m. daily.
Cost for the daily instruction is $10 for the first child in
a family and $5 for each additional child.

The cost includes

instruction, insurance and equipment.
Parents may pick up applications in Room 201 of the Laughlin
Health Building.

11111111 II II
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The 1975 baseball season came to an abrupt
end for Morehead State University first baseman Jim Schlemmer.
On April 14, Schlemmer tagged a Marshall baserunner and
suffered a broken wrist that sidelined him for tne remainder of the
season.
"It was a tough blow to our league championship chances," said
MSU coach Sonny Allen.
The 6-2, 200-pound Schlemmer was carrying a hefty .337 average,
with five home runs and 26 runs batted in.

He hit .333 last fall

while playing at first base and being used as a designated hitter.
The senior from Kettering, Ohio was moved from third base to
first during his junior season when he batted .313 and helped lead
MSU to the OVC's runner-up spot.
"Jim was a candidate for the all-conference team before the
injury, " said Allen.

"When we lost Jim we lost a lot of punch. 11

Schlemmer's teammates completed the season with a 26-19 mark and
won the spring title in the Ohio Valley Conference's Eastern Division.
MSU dripped an 8-7 heartbreaker to Eastern Kentucky in the OVC playoff.
Despite the injury,

Schlem.~er

finished second on the team in home

runs and fourth in RBI's.
The graduate of Fairmont West High School is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Schlemmer of Kettering.
111111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University Head Football Coach
Roy Terry has announced the addition of former MSU standout Bill
Baldridge to his staff.
Baldridge has been coaching Harrodsburg High School where he
guided the Pioneers to the runner-up spot in the 1971 Class A State
playoffs.
In addition to a four-year stint at Harrodsburg, Baldridge
also served one season as an assistant coach at Georgetown College.
He has bachelor's and master's degrees from MSU.
"We are happy to have Bill return," said Terry.

"He brings a

wealth of football knowledge with him and we expect him to add new
dimensions to the program."
Baldridge will coach the defensive secondary this fall.
is married to the former Sara Jane Rather of Morehead.
expecting their first child in September.
#11111111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The eighth annual Morehead State University
Golf Tournament wi ll be played July 4-6 at the MSU Course .
The tournament format consists of a championship flight of
unlimite1 size, the first flight of 16 players and additional
flights of eight persons each.
The championship flight will consist of medal play with other
flights using match play.
Each player is guaranteed 54 holes of golf.

The first 18 must

oe played on or before July 3 and used as a practice round.

By

using consolat ion £lights for losers from the first day of
competition, players are assured of 36 holes of tournament competition
Lower flights will be determined on attested handicaps or
qualifying scores from the practice round.
A hole-in-one contest sponsored by two Morehead businesses
offers a 1975-model automobile as the top prize.

Another tournament

feature is a free barbecue to be h e ld Saturday, July 5.
The tournament entry fee is $18 and must be pa id by noon on
July 3.
~ d~itional

information is available from Ed Bignon, club

Professional, Morehead State University· Golf Course , Box 253,
Morehea d, Ky.

6-19-75fh
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Morehead State University
1975-76 Basketball Schedule

DATE
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.

l
6
13
15
20
7
10

..Jan. 12
17
1.9
22
24
26
31
2
4
7
11
14

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

16
21
23
28
Mar. 1
Mar. 4-5

OPPONENT

SITE

TIME

North Carolina-Charlotte
Ball State
Louisiana Tech
Virginia Tech
California
*Eastern Kentucky
Marshall
Wright State
*Austin Peay
*Murray State
Marshall
*Middle Tenne s~ee
*Western K.:;n4 .·.1c,~~y
*East Tenne s3~c
*Tennessee Tech
Louisville
*Eastern Kentucky
Xavier
*Murray State
*Austin Peay
*Western Kentucky
*Middle Tennessee
*Tennessee Tech
*East Tennessee
OVC Tournament

Morehead# KY
Muncie, IN
Ruston, LA
Blacksburg# VA
Morehead# KY
Richmond# KY
Morehead# KY
Morehead# KY
Clarksville# TN
Murray, KY
Huntington, WV
Morehead, KY
Morehead, KY
Johnson City, TN
Morehead, KY
Louisville, KY
Morehead# KY
Morehead, KY
Morehead, KY
Morehead, KY
Bowling Green, KY
Murfreesboro, TN
Cookeville, TN
Morehead, KY
Bowling Green, KY

7:30 p.rn.
4:00 p.rn.
8:30 p.rn.
8:00 p .rn.
7:30 p.rn.
7:30 p .rn.
7:30 p.rn.
7:30 p.rn.
8:30 p.rn.
8:30 p.rn.
8:00 p.m.
7:30 P .rn.
7:30 p.rn.
8:00 p.m.
7:30 P .rn.
8:00 p.rn.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p .rn.
7:30 p.rn.
7:30 p.rn.
8:30 p.m.
8:30 p.m.
8:30 p.rn.
7:30 p.rn.

*Ohio Valley Conference Game

ALL TIMES EASTERN

;-23-75
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